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JMU ranked 51st best buy in education
Laura Hutchison

Money magazine ranks colleges

lifestyles editor

Money magazine ranked colleges and universities across the
country to determine the best buys in education. UVa was the
1. New College-U. of South Florida only Virginia school to rank in the top 10.
2. State U. of N.Y.-Geneseo
3. State U. of N.Y.-Binghamton
4. Trenton State
5. State U. of N.Y.-Albany
6. University of Virginia
7. University of Florida
8. U. of N. Carolina-Chapel Hill
9. Jersey City State
10. University of Hawaii-Manoa

Top 10

JMU is the 51st best buy in education in the
nation, according to a survey by Money magazine.
JMU ranked higher than two other Virginia schools
— William and Mary and Virginia Tech, who ranked
61 and 63, respectively. But JMU ranked below the
University of Virginia at six, Mary Washington
College at 28 and Radford University at 33.
"I don't have a negative feeling about UVa and
Radford placing above JMU in the listing," said Laura
Niswander, assistant director of admissions. "I think
we are very lucky in the state of Virginia to have
several good schools with low tuition costs. I think
that says a lot for the Commonwealth of Virginia."
The number one school in the ranking of public
institutions was New College at the University of
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Students release stress
by drinking, smoking

STRESS
Second of three parts

David FieUs&
Julie Provenson
stqffwriters
Reactions to the increasing amount
of stress on campus this year vary
among students — but more and more
students seem to be turning to alcohol
as a way to escape from the pressure.
Along with the occasional drink at
happy hour, many students are taking
alcohol to an extreme to try to forget
about their problems, administrators
say.
"There is a danger when alcohol
becomes a crutch or the focus of a
social event," said Alan MacNutt,
director of campus police and safety.
The number of drunk in public
arrests since Aug. 25 this year is 58,
compared to 48 from the same time
last year.
And underage consumption and
possession of alcohol charges for the
same period of time has risen from
nine last year to 14 this year.
"We have seen more drinking in the
halls," said Peggy McHugh, associate

director of residence life. "Students are
using alcohol not just for a drink but
with the idea of gelling drunk."
Dr. Eileen Nelson, associate
professor of psychology, said, "It has
been a learned pattern of behavior."
Some resident advisers report an
increase in smoking among students as
well — and credit the increase to a rise
in student stress.
But if students identify the
symptoms of stress quickly, they can
fight back, counselors say.
"They feel anxious, confused," said
Dr. Jean Johnson, associate director of
the counseling and sludcnl
development center. "They might have
difficulty sleeping or eating, which
could also lead to social withdrawal and
difficulty concentrating," she said.
Other symptoms of stress may
include intense frustration, headaches
and a lowered self concept. A person
experiencing ihcse symptoms also may
feel that they arc the only ones who
feel the way they do — causing further
withdrawal and unnecessary feelings of
depression and anxiety.
But some people deal very well with
stress — and others even thrive on it.
"I just move from one problem to
STRESS page 2
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A stack of wooden shoes await members the German Folk Ensemble at
their practice for the German Grape Harvest Festival to be held Oct. 21
at the Museum of Frontier Culture in Staunton.

Attorney in landmark abortion
case coming to JMU Monday
Christine Bottz
SGA reporter
The lawyer who successfully
represented Jane Roc in Roe vs. Wade
is coming to JMU to speak on
women and leadership.
Sarah Wcddington will speak
Monday in Miller Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The University Program Board is
sponsoring the program.
Wcddington was only 26 when she

helped a woman who called herself
Jane Roe win Roe vs. Wade , the
Supreme Court case giving women the
right to have an abortion.
Now, she's a history and government
lecturer for the University of Texas and
at Texas Women's University. She
also has served as former President
Jimmy Carter's assistant for women's
affairs. General Counsel for the U.S.
WEDDINGTON page 2
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South Florida.
"I think it was excellent that JMU was included in
the survey — it's not the first lime, though," said
Carol Kefalas, director of university relations. "JMU
has been listed in other publications such as the New
York Times, Changing Times and US News & World
Report. It was an honor to make the listing."
The survey is based on a school's quality compared
to its cost. Using 17 measures of academic
performance, the magazine determined how much each
school might be expected to cost, and then compared
their figures with the actual cost of oul-of-statc
tuition fees.
Schools that cost less than Money anticipated
ranked higher, while those with higher than
anticipated costs fell in the rankings.
The quality of the school was judged by criteria that
could be applied fairly to each institution, according
to the survey. The magazine looked at statistics such
as how much money each school devotes to student
instruction, the number of students who go on to earn
a Ph.D. graduation rates, SAT scores and class rank
of incoming freshmen, icachcr-studeni ratios and the
number of books in the library.
However, Money magazine would not be more
specific about the 17 exact criteria they used in the
survey or how JMU scored on the criteria, Kefalas
said. So JMU can't use the survey to improve or even
to compare itself to other schools.
But it's clear that low tuition was not the only
factor in making the top 100 listings. The California
institute of Technology, ranked second on the list of
private schools, has an annual tuition of about
S13.500.
Two-year colleges and specialized schools were
eliminated from the survey. But schools such as the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and CalTech
were included because even though they arc known as
science-centered institutions, they offer a wide range
of other undergraduate degrees.
The three service academics — West Point,
Annapolis and the Air Force Academy — also were
excluded from the ranking.
The possibility of a student receiving financial aid
was not counted into school cost, so schools like
Harvard and Stanford did not make the top 10, even
though they are able to offer a great deal of financial
assistance to qualified students.
JMU has tended to do relatively well in Money
magazine in recent years. In 1986, JMU was featured
in a Money magazine article titled "Ten Public
Colleges with an Ivy Twist."
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One will wear the crown
The 1990 Ms. Madison Court: (back row, left to right) Tamara Brown, Lynn Stone, Faith
Holloway; (middle row, left to right) Kirsten Hawtey, Stephanie Starnes, Kristen Pflugrath,
Heather Wiley; (front row, left to right) Judy Melincoff. Pat Southatl, Tina Hill.

Weddington
CONTINUE!) from page I

Department of Agriculture, legislator in the Texas
House of Representatives and on the boards of several
non-profit organizations.
UPB is bringing Weddington to JMU "primarily
because of the rise in women's issues on campus,"
said Cindy Miller, UPB's public relations
chairwoman. "That's the focus of Ms. Weddington's
speech. She's basically going to talk about women
leaders, which is what she is.
"She's a wonderful speaker, and she's very well
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known," Miller said. "I think that she would like to
encourage women and men to try and uphold the
Supreme Court ruling on Roe vs. Wade. She wants
to talk about her own life and the roles that she's
played. But she also wants to encourage us to
become leaders.
"I think it's a really great time for her to come,
with the Take Back the Night march and the increase
in women's awareness," she said. "Sarah
Weddington's speech is going to complete the circle
of women's issues."

Stress

CONTINUED from page I
another, and 1 never really slop to
think about the ones before," said
Chris Bolll, a senior marketing major.

"Everybody has to decide for
themselves what's a healthy level of
stress," McHugh said.
Coming Monday: How to handle —
and use — your stress.

Corrections
The numbers of graduate
students listed in a graphic in the
last issue of The Breeze were
doubled.
Steve Coghill was misidentified
as music adviser to WXJM in the
last issue of The Breeze. Coghill
is an adviser to the radio station.
Also in that story, the tower

was reported as having been raised
seven inches. It actually was raised
seven feet.
Students calling themselves
Ebony in Perspective are preparing
a rap and house music show. In
the last issue of The Breeze the
students were misidentified as
Ebony Progressive.
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WXJM will have to face
Smithereens canceled
FCC, JMU limitations
JimMuscaro

stqffwriter
WXJM will have lo watch what it
broadcasts because the Federal
Communications Commission is
stepping up its efforts to monitor
what's said and played over the
airwaves.
Also, JMU will fund most of the
station's costs. But the school —

unlike the FCC — says it will not
dictate what the station can or can't
play.
According to Dr. George Johnson, an
assistant professor of communication,
the FCC started a recent trend towards
conservatism when Al Sikes became
chairman in 1989. Before then, the
FCC basically let the marketplace

The Smithereens will not perform
at JMU's Homecoming Saturday
due to the recent illness of lead
singer Pat DiNizio.
The University Program Board
will present Joe Piscopo, the
Romantics and opening band Carry
Nation in place of the Smithereens.
The UPB will accept refunds at
its window in the Warren Campus
Center Thursday through Saturday

WXJM page 6
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SGA chooses
parliamentarian

Encounter 90
JMU, community gather for Christian meetings
April Hefner &
Robyn Davfe

stqffwriters
Evangelist Steve Wingfield
doesn't want to bang students over
the head with a Bible.
Instead, he'll simply try to tell
others the basis of Christian
beliefs during Encounter '90, a
series of interdenominational,
evangelistic meetings this week at
the Rockingham County
Fairgrounds.
The first meeting, held Sept. 30,
attracted more than 2,200 people.
"I really try to be a relational
communicator," Wingfield said.
"I'm not here to hit anybody over
the head with anything. I'm here
to hopefully communicate the
love of Jesus Christ to them."
Encounter W is "a place where
people will feel comfortable," he
said.
"I feel it's a place where people
can come with questions and I
think their intellect will be
challenged," Wingfield said. "We
are emotional creatures — and I
am not denying the emotions, but
we need to make an intellectual
decision."
Chris Willard, director of
Campus Crusade for Christ, said,
"Students will find this kind of
outreach lo be very reasonable and
non-offensive."
About one-fifth of the estimated
300 counselors were area college
students, Wingfield said. Each
counselor was required to attend
three training sessions and

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. No refunds
will be given after Saturday night.
The performance is Oct. 6 at 8
p.m. in the Convocation Center.
Seating will be general admission.
Tickets are $10 with JMU I.D.
and $13.50 for general public and
on the day of lbs show. Tickets are
on sale now at the UPB ticket
window in the Warren Campus
Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

complete a Bible study guide.
Student counselor and JMU
junior Jennifer Brown liked the
overall concept of Encounter '90,
even if the general response did
not fulfill her expectations.
"There seems to be a lot of
Christians there but not many arc
bringing friends," she said.
"There's not much outreach going
on, which was disappointing. But
the whole idea I think is
awesome."
Encounter '90 is Wingfield's
brainchild, created under the banner
of Steve Wingfield Ministries, a
non-profit religious organization.
Two or three encounters are
conducted each year across the
nation and abroad.

word 'crusade,'" Wingfield said.
"It's the same emphasis, but our
number-one desire is that people
will encounter the living God."
One of Wingfield's more
exciting and recent encounters was
held in Romania only three days
after the execution of dictator
Nicolae Ceausescu and the
overthrow of the Romanian
government.
"It's phenomenal what God's
doing in Romania," Wingfield
said. "We saw literally thousands
of people come lo Christ.
"That was televised over
national television," he said. "It
was the first time in the history of
the country that the gospel was

"We try to stay away from the

ENCOUNTER page 6

Christine B0H7

SGArqwrter
The
Student
Government
Association appointed Sean Bales as
parliamentarian at its meeting Tuesday.
Bales, a junior, was selected from
three other candidates by the SGA
Executive Council. Bates was not a
member of the SGA before his
appointment — according lo SGA
bylaws, the parliamentarian must be
selected from outside the SGA.
The SGA parliamentarian ensures all
SGA meetings are conducted in
accordance with parliamentary
procedure, serves as a non-voting
member of the Internal Affairs
Committee, conducts parliamentary
workshops at ihe beginning of each
semester and rules on the
constitutionality of all issues discussed
at SGA meetings.
Bales said he plans on being
unbiased and will make sure all rules
observed by the SGA are
constitutional.
The committee chairpersons also
were introduced al ihe meeting, and
some announced their goals lor ihe
year.
Ryan McDougal, Internal Affairs
Commiuec chairman, said mis year the
committee plans to revise the SGA
constitution and bylaws and improve
attendence at meetings. He would like
to propose one revision at each
meeting.
Ken Moss, Building and Grounds
Commiuee chairman, said this year his
committee plans on expanding the
Christmas Tree on the Quad program
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Evangelist Steve Wingfield speak* at Encounter 90.

SGA page 6
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Folieelog
David Fields

police reporter

Campus police reported the following:
Attempted Suicide
• A JMU student reportedly attempted suicide
by taking 14 ibuprofen pills at 10:54 p.m. Sept.
26 in Miller Hall. The student was admitted to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital lor observation.
DIP, Possession of Marijuana
• Student Benjamin T. Nock, 19, of Washington,
D.C., was charged with drunk in public and possession of marijuana at 3:10 a.m. Sept. 27 on the
Quad in front of Alumnae Hall.
Nock was found carrying a plastic bag allegedly containing marijuana.
Indecent Exposure
• An unidentified man allegedly dropped his
pants within view of a group of female JMU students at 8:35 p.m. Sept. 26 on the Newman Lake
service drive behind the football stadium.
The man was described as white, about 5*9"
tall, with a dark brown beard and wearing maroon sweat pants and a blue shirt. The incident is
under investigation.
Breach of Peace, DIP
• Student Timothy S. Mountcastle, 19, of Richmond, was charged criminally with breach of
peace and drunk in public after an incident on
Newman Drive near Greek Row at 2:15 a.m.
Sept. 29.

Grand Larceny
• A Sharp Model XA110 brand VCR reportedly
was stolen from Duke Hall sometime between noon
on Sept. 24 and 8:00 a.m. on Sept. 25. The VCR
has the serial number 320532 and is valued at
$425.
• Two gold rings reportedly were stolen from a display case in the Grafton/Stovall Theatre lobby
sometime between 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Sept. 25.
The first ring is a 1991 class ring with a black onyx
inset and the serial number M4144-015. The other
is a 1989 class ring with the serial number M8927529.
The rings, used as display models for ring sales,
are valued at $450.
• A bright blue Cycle Pro brand mountain bike reportedly was stolen from Cleveland Hall sometime
between 12:01 a.m. and 1 a.m. Sept. 27. The 18speed bike is valued at $400.
Attempted Grand Larceny
• An unknown person was found by cadets apparently attempting to disassemble a Schwinn brand
mountain bike at Miller Hall at 10:54 p.m. Sept. 26.
Nothing was taken, and the person fled the area
after being observed.
Petty Larceny
• Stamps valued at $59 were reported missing
from a secretary's desk in the Education Building at
10 a.m. Ocl.1.
• A Wilson Reflex brand tennis racket cover and a
brown wallet were stolen from the Godwin Hall tennis courts at 4:50 p.m. Sept. 29.
The wallet contained $50 in cash, a bank card, an
American Express card, a set of keys and a driver's
license.

NOT FOR THE WEAK WILLED OR FAINT OF HEART

The total value of the items is estimated at
$110.
• A navy blue book bag was reported stolen from
the Ashby Hall fire escape sometime between
2:30 and 3:30 a.m. Sept. 28. The book bag contained a Sony Walkman.
The items are valued at $80.
Destruction of Public Property
• A group of unknown persons apparently broke
the windows of two vehicles in the Maintenance
Yard sometime between 5 p.m. Sept. 28 and 10
a.m. Oct. 1.
The cost of repairing the vehicles was $813.
Destruction of Private Property
• The license plate brackets on a vehicle parked
in N-ktt were bent sometime between 11 p.m.
Sept. 29 and 1 p.m. Sept. 30.
Police said the damage was caused in an apparent attempt to steal the license plate.
DUI, Refusal to Take Blood/Breath Test
• Non-student Jonathan Mttchem, 19, of Alexandria, was charged with driving under the influence
and refusal to take a blood or breath test at the
north end of P-lot at 1:28 a.m. Sept. 29.
Harassment
• A female JMU student complained that an unidentified man apparently had obtained her name
and phone number from her textbooks and was
calling her on separate occasions until about 2:15
p.m. on Sept 26. The student also said the man
POUCELOG page 14

University Program Board
Presents

Sarah Weddington
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148 Charles Street

COOKED - HICKORY SMOKED
PORK, BEEF, CHICKEN

PLUS-THE BEST RIBS
ON THE PLANET
1
"Take a road trip '

OPEN DAILY 11-9

434-26510* FAX 432-1079

Special
with Student I.P.
Small Pork Sandwich
• Buy One •
Get One FREE
offer expires 10/11/90
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Successful Defense Attorney of "Jane Roe"
in the Roe v. Wade Case
Monday, October 8, 1990 7:30
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Unified Germany now exists:

Forty-five years of East and West German division
ended at 12:01 a.m. German time Wednesday.
West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, leader of
the new nation of 78 million, thanked Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev for removing the last
hurdle to unification.
Fourteen children carried a German flag and hoisted
it up the 132-foot-tall mast in front of the Reichstag,
parliament's home.

AROUND THE GLOBE £
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Senate votes for Souter:

The Senate Tuesday, by a vote of 90-9,
resoundingly confirmed Judge David Souter as the
newest member of the U.S. Supreme Court.
The nine dissenters were all liberal Democrats.
Souter will be sworn into office next Tuesday at
9:15 a.m. Wednesday he'll hear one of the top cases
which questions whether employers can bar fertile
women from, hazardous jobs to protect fetuses.
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Four-year-old Tasha Rlchardl from Harrlsonburg plays in the ball cage at McDonald's.

Newsfile
Gas prices highest since 1981:

Unleaded gas prices last week shot to their highest
level since Thanksgiving Day 1981.
Motorists last week paid an average of $1,346 for a
gallon of regular unleaded gas at self-serve pumps,
27.1 cents more than they were paying Aug. 1, the
day before Iraq invaded Kuwait
Bush appeals for support:

President Bush, capping a day of virtually non-stop
lobbying Tuesday, appealed for public support of the
new budget agreement in a nationally televised
address.
Calling the deficit "a cancer," Bush said, "If we fail
to act, next year alone we will face a budget deficit of
more than $300 billion."
NASA says launch is a go:

NASA says "exhaustive" safety and environmental
reviews show no reason to delay Saturday's launch of
Discovery. Aboard: the $750 million Ulysses sun
probe.
Environmentalists have asked Washington's District
Court to delay liftoff, claiming the probe's plutonium
fuel could pose a cancer risk to Florida in case of a
shutde explosion. A hearing is scheduled for today.
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

Teleconference
to
harassment incidents:

address

racial

A live-interactive teleconference addressing the
recent increase in incidents involving racial
harassment will be held in Grafton/Slovall Theater
from 1 to 3 p.m. Oct. 5.
The teleconference, on "Enhancing Campus
Community," is being co-sponsored by the Office
of Student Activities, the Black Student Alliance,
the Student Government Association, the Office of
Multicultural Student Services and the University
Program Board.
Parent's Day ski swap to be held:

The JMU Ski Club is holding their annual
Parent's Day Ski Swap Oct. 20 in the Piedmont
room of Warren Campus Center from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. The club will donate 15 percent of the
proceeds to support JMU's national championship
Ski Team.
For more information call 433-4034.
Area station receives award:

WVPT public televison received the 1990
Auction Award from the Public Broadcasting
System Sept. 15 for its significant
accomplishments during its Roaring 20th Great TV
Auction which was held April 20-22.

WXJM and Bluestone to hold open house:

The staffs of WXJM and Bluestone are holding an
open house in the student media center of
Anthony-Secger Hall at 7 p.m. Oct. 9.
WVPT public television:

Local public school division superintendents will
address the community on WVPT Public
Television during a series of five-minute reports.
The programs will provide the participating
superintendents with the opportunity to
communicate with their students, faculties and
parents via a monthly television address.
For more information contact Calhee Clausen or
Gail Smith at 434-5391
Lecture to explore social issues:

The JMU Baha'i Association is holding its fourth
annual lecture Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. in Miller Hall
room 101. This year's lecture is entitled "To Be
One: The Battle Against Racism" and will be given
by Nathan Ruthstein, author and journalist.
The Breeze Newsfile is offered when space
permits to publicize information on job
opportunities and campus and area activities. To
have information reviewed for publication, call
568-6127 or send information to the news editor,
do The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall. JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Encounter
CONTINUED from page 3

ever preached over national television."
Before becoming a full-time
evangelist, Wingfield served as a
minister in Roanoke for eight years.
He now lives in Bridgewater with his
wife and two children.
"I think [Harrisonburg] is a very
religious area ... but there are, I feel,
a significant number of people who are
comfortable where they are," Wingfield
said. "Our whole emphasis is to go

beyond the religion to a relationship
with the living God."
Wingfield seemed encouraged by the
number of college students who are
attending the nightly services.
Junior Brian Autry said. "Steve's an
awesome kind of guy. He relates on a
very personal level because of his
friendly and open style of speaking."
A bus, sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ, is leaving from the
Godwin bus stop at 7 p.m. every night
for interested students.

CONTINUED from page 3

help with housing problems.

and improving facilities on campus.
The Legislative Action and Finance
committees do not have chairpersons
yet.
Also at Tuesday's meeting:
• One commuter senator position is
open. Any interested students should
contact Pat Southall, legislative vice
president.
• SGA President Kevin Hughes said
Jim McConnel. director of residence
life, requested that three students from
the SGA form a housing committee to

WXJM
CONTINUED from page 3

dictate what was permitted to travel
over the airwaves — so the language
used over a New York City radio
station could be considerably looser
than the dialogue of a Virginia station,
Johnson said.
"The FCC is now more responsive
to public outcry than previously,"
Johnson said. "They are quicker to
react to complaints — particularly to
content of material."
The biggest areas of concern for the
FCC currently are drug-related lyrics,
obscene, indecent or vulgar language.
Disc jockeys at WXJM will have to

pay close attention to what they say
and play to the relatively conservative
25-mile radius the station reaches.
Under law, the FCC has the power
to pull any station's license if that
station doesn't meet public interest,
convenience and necessity, said Dr.
Roger Soenksen, associate professor of
communication.
A few college radio stations have
found out the FCC isn't joking — like
KCSB-FM in Santa Barbara, Calif. It
played a selection titled, "Makin'
Bacon" that included vulgar lyrics —
and the station received a firm message

from the FCC saying if the station
played it again, its license would be
taken away.
"The potential for harm in student
radio is greater than it would be for a
student newspaper because of the
time." Johnson said. "In a fraction of a
second, the radio can offend a much
larger number of people."
Even though the Student
Government Association will allocate
funding for WXJM, it will play only a
small role in station decisions, said
Jim Van Slyke, general manager of
WXJM. The administration will take a
hands-off approach to WXJM, he said.
"We need the money and have no

seafood • pastas • steaks • burgers • fish
sandwiches •salads* light lunches
breakfast • brunch • afternoons
espresso • cappucino • dessert
draft imports* wines*full bar

Casual. Affordable.
Delicious.
91 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg
452-6153

Monday - Friday 7am to 9pm
Saturday 9am to 10pm
Sunday Brunch 11-2

Just past the Court House
Downtown
.

However, the committee would not
fall under the SGA, Hughes said.
• Southall said she attended the
Student Association of Virginia
Conference this past weekend, where
members agreed each school would
form a committee to review budget
cuts and negotiate with the
administration where they would like
the cuts to be made.
The committee would consist of
three senators and three other students.

problems with JMU funding us," Van
Slyke said. "As long as we're within
our constitution, we shouldn't have
any problems. I don't think they'll
come in here and tell us what to play
and what not to play."
The station also wants to get
involved with the JMU community.
The station will meet with an faculty
and student advisory board twice a
semester to get feedback from the
community.
"We want to work well with the
community, and we're going to be very
receptive to the community, but we're
not going to change our character,"
Van Slyke said.
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PENNSYLVANIA

A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF JAMES MADISON
UNIVERSITY'S
FINE A^f<L^ FINE ARTS SERIES
jS'

in cooperation with the University Program Board

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17,1990 at 8:00 PM
WILSON HALL AUDITORIUM
$10.00 General Public $6.00 Seniors/Faculty/Staff/Students
Tickets available for sale at Warren Campus Center
or call JMU-7000 to charge tickets to Visa and Mastercard!
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Deutschland!
For the last 11 months, the slogan "Wir sind
welder wer" — "We are somebody again" —
could be seen plastered throughout both East
and West Germany. When the boundaries finally
dissolved in the first minutes of Oct. 3 and the
45-year divorce ended with what could best be
described as a July Fourth of the gods, the new
nation's reunification angst was mercifully put on
hold for a few hours of much-deserved celebration.
The daunting task of joining the two nations
has occupied the minds of the leaders and people of Germany for the past 11 months. The statistics and implications of the political merger are
both promising and ominous, depending on your
perspective.
Germany united will export goods worth
roughly $354.1 billion per year — $33 billion
more than the United States and $90 billion
more than Japan. Germany united will have a
larger balance of trade than any other political or
economic superpower, finding itself in the black
by close to $80 billion compared to the U.S.
trade deficit of $138 billion per year. Germany
united will offer a former communist bloc nation
the strength of the West German Deutsch mark,
which today stands as one of the strongest,
most stable currencies in the world.
At the same time, however, unification will
cost somewhere between $470 billion and $1.2
trillion in the next 10 years. Unemployment will
strike up to a third of the East German population initially, and many question the stamina of a
nation who for the last two generations has lived
on state wages with guaranteed employment.
Once the costs began to balance out — exactly when that will actually be is hard to say — the
German state will certainly emerge as a world
power, but fear of a new Germany is hardly
founded in reality. Post World War II treaties
emasculated the German military (as has been
evidenced by their solely economic role in the
Middle East), and the world of 1990 is quite far
removed from Otto von Bismarck's world of 1871
or Adolf Hitler's world of 1939. To deny the possible emergence of a powerful, militaristic nation
at some time in the future is dangerously idealistic, but to assume Germany is a candidate for
such a position is nothing short of ludicrous.
Germany is no longer a Bismarckian amalgamation of "blood and iron." Instead, it is an ambivalent possibility, a new nation with an unstable past. It has taken through peace what it once
forfeited through war. The value of freedom far
outweighs the value of the Deutsch mark.
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Living it up in the wilderness
Hunting season is almost here, and soon thousands of sponspersons will
be out in the woods, stalking the wily deer as their
pioneer foreparents once
did, armed with nothing
but their wits. Plus, of course their guns. Plus maybe:
— A TM2-100 Infrared Trail Monitor (a real bargain at $149.99) which attaches to a tree and "monitors big game activity in your hunting area," then
"digitally displays day, month and time that game
penetrates zone."
— A Deluxe Cassette Game Caller ($179.99) that
attracts various types of game by playing taped animal noises over a "powerful long-range speaker."
Among the cassettes available at $7.99 each are
"Baby Cottontail Squeals" and "Bugling Elk During
Rut."
— A selection of chemical deer attractants including "The Rut Stuff," which is "formulated from inheal doe and cow urine secretions'."
— Plus many other high-tech hunting products that
can raise the cost of getting a wily deer to roughly
$ 1,352 per wily ounce.
These fine hunting products and many more are
listed in a sportsperson supplies catalog put out by
Gander Mountain Inc., which I recommend to those
of you who enjoy entertaining reading. Be sure to
check out the photograph on the cover showing a
hunter wearing a complete hunting ensemble fealuring color-coordinated bright-orange hat, jacket, pants
and gloves, plus perhaps a seductive dab of doe and
cow urine secretions behind each earlobe. He's silting
on a fallen log, holding his rifle and looking vigilantly off into the distance while, about 30 feet behind
him, a large deer is bounding gaily through the forest,
probably trying hard not to burst out laughing. The
hunter appears to be totally unaware of the deer's

presence.
Perhaps the batteries
have run out in his Infrared Trail Monitor.
I was so tickled by the
Gander Mountain catalog
that I called the alert reader who sent it to me, Barbara Clark of Greenfield,
Wis., to thank her, and she told me about a True
Hunting Adventure that happened to her husbands
best friend's father. He was stalking deer in the northern Wisconsin woods, when he came to a clearing,
and standing there, in all its silent majesty, was a 12point buck. Realizing that this was a oncc-in-alifetime chance, Barbara Clark's husband's best
friend's father took careful aim and fired, and the deer
fell over, and ...
And stuffing came out of it.
Yes. He shot a stuffed deer. It had been placed
there by Wisconsin game officials to trap hunters
who shoot deer from the road, which is illegal and
unsponspcrsonlike and unfair to the honest hunters
crouched in the woods with their chemical attractants.
I called the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources for more information about the decoy-deer
program, and spokesperson Ron Grocner told me that
it has caused "quite a to-do" because "the people who
arc caught claim it's entrapment." (This is of course
the same defense that was raised by Washington,
D.C., Mayor and Role Model Marion Barry after he
was lured to a bugged hotel room by federal narcotics
agents using a stuffed deer.)
The point is that you sponspersons need to be careful out there, especially in light of these alarming reports about radioactive deer. If you think I'm making
this up, check out the article on page 22 of the August 1990 issue of Scientific American, which was
BARRY page 8
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Barry.
CONTINUED frontpage 7
sent to me by alert reader Dan McFaddin. The article states that radioactive wastes from Department of Energy nuclear-weapons facilities have
been contaminating wildlife.
Here is a direct quote:
"At the Savannah River Plant in South Carolina former DOE engineer William Lawless remembers when radioactive turtles were found
two miles from the site on a commercial hog
farm."
Think about that RADIOACTIVE TURTLES. Other species that have been contaminated, according to the article, include geese, ducks,
rabbits, coyotes and — note the wording carefully here — "an exploding deer population."
I don't like the sound of that at ALL. You
don't have to be a nuclear physicist to realize that
it's only a mailer or time before one or ihcse deer
reaches critical mass, some unsuspecting sportsperson lakes a shot al it and BLAM! All dial's
left of the immediate forest is a large crater and a
mushroom cloud containing billions of liny
glowing sportsmolecules.
We can only hope, as caring humans, thai such
a tragedy never occurs; or, if it docs, lhat it will
be available on rental videocassetic.
©1990 The Miami Herald
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Submission deadlines are noon
Mondays and Fridays. Please limit
responses to 250 words or less.

'Informative' article, 'dedicated'
leader help JMU budget concerns
To the editor:
I'd like to commend The Breeze for covering the recent
budget talks with Secretary of Education James Dyke, Jr.
Not only was the article well written and informative, but
it deservedly got its place on the front page. Students
should be concerned about budget problems, and it's
good to know The Breeze is concerned as well.
Second, I'd like to commend our SGA President, Kevin
Hughes, for his crucial role in organizing the meeting.
As a freshman senator, I have noticed President Hughes'
dedication and stamina towards the SGA. I think that we
should all look forward to the bright and promising days
ahead under President Hughes and the SGA.
Michael Booker
freshman
political science

Stop pushing races farther apart

with 'knee-jerk' cries of racism
To the editor:
I'd like to use this opportunity to argue with some of
Eric Quander's warped logic and comment on an immature
attitude that serves only to increase racial polarization.
The fact that The Breeze failed to provide proper
coverage of "Colored People's Time" is certainly a
shame, but simply dismissing it as racism is childish.
The Breeze's lack of coverage shouldn't be seen as
"disregarding black students." but rather as not covering
a fine play. By making such an issue over it being an all
black play. Quander only strengthens the ethnocentrism
that he claims to disdain. Mr. Quander— It is not always
a black thing. Nor is it always a white thing. Why is it
so important to make references to "dynamic black
playwrights" and "dedicated young black men and
women?" Considering all the good things I've heard

about this play. I assumed the participants were quite
talented regardless of their color.
It's about time people of all colors refrained from this
typical, paranoid knee-jerk reaction of. "It's a racial
thing!" every time things don't happen as they'd like.
Working together to find real answers and solutions to
our problems is the real path to racial harmony. Angrily
jumping to conclusions only drives us further apart.
Tom Murphy
sophomore
political science

Maybe editorial cartoons teasing
Gov. Wilder appropriate after all
To the editor:
In response to Gil Dietz's letter sympathizing with
Gov. Wilder. I am writing to state how I and others feel.
Wilder has cut the state budget immensely. I agree with
budget cuts, but I don't agree with cutting education.
Dietz stated the bad press Wilder is getting is unfair.
Before the criticism is called unfair, let's clarify a few
things. Wilder has taken excessive opportunities to live
luxuriously at the cost of Virginia taxpayers. He has
taken 18 trips aboard a state helicopter; none of these
trips were accounted for and they were not business trips.
Several of these trips were made to Charloltcsville to
the estates of the wealthy Kluge family. Kluge's ex-wife
incidentally was appointed to an important position on
the UVa staff by Wilder, and he visits her frequently
using state funds to take these trips. Maybe the cartoon
with Wilder's pants around his ankles was appropriate.
Wilder is cutting education, which America and the
state of Virginia hold dear. While doing this, he lives
luxuriously and calls upon Virginians to live within their
means. I call upon Wilder to practice what he preaches.
Wayne Bell
freshman
political science

Lying down in greener pastures: Legalize dope
A terrible paradox exists in our country. It is a
paradox lhat makes no logical sense and has no value
but to continue breeding false fears in the American
public. It is a glistening irony lhat costs the
taxpayers of this nation $5 billion dollars a year and
is beginning to have an even worse toll on our
nation's Bill of Rights. This paradox is apparent in
every beer and cigarette ad, in every bar and in the half
million deaths each year caused by alcohol and
tobacco related accidents and illnesses. The irony is
lhat while these legal drugs are accepted, marijuana
remains illegal. Why?
Could it be the health risks? Marijuana has been
proven to be non-addictive time and lime again by ihe
U.S. Department of Health. Untrue rumors always
abound about how much worse pot is for your lungs
than tobacco, but the government has proven no such
thing. In fact, most recent studies have found a joint
10 be about equivalent to a hand-rolled cigarette.
Furthermore, the reason cigarette smoke is so deadly
is because smokers often smoke every day, several
limes a day, for many years — a prospect lhat is
unrealistic and practically impossible with marijuana.
What about the affects on emotion and personality?
Ask yourself how many displays of violence and
self-cndangermcnt you witnessed last year alone lhat
resulted from alcohol consumption. Yet marijuana
fosters a far more peaceful and accepting setting
among those who smoke it.
It seems marijuana has been illegal for so long that
most people never question why. Why is one thing
lhat alters consciousness acceptable lo our society
while another, less harmful one, is not? I've heard
people denounce marijuana along with all drugs and

GUEST COLUMNIST
-Roy Smallwood
then listened to stories of their drunken weekend
nightmares and subsequent hangovers. I must say I've
never known anyone to lose consciousness, vomit or
have a hangover from smoking marijuana.
Of course, there are numerous other falsehoods to
address. Among these are the myths lhat marijuana
causes sterility, a poor immune system and decreased
achievement. The first two of these are exposed as
ludicrous right in the drug-crazed pages of any
psychology 101 textbook. And as a junior with a 3.4
cumulative GPA and many friends who smoke and are
doing quite well, I can attest to the untruth of the
third.
The almighty Drug War is escalating in its costs
for America. Forget the fact lhat it costs lens of
billions of dollars each year to eliminate about I
percent of the drug market Forget about the fact that,
in an effort to escalate the unwinnable war, the
self-righteous crusade of William Bennett is
proposing new methods for DEA enforcement that are
increasingly threatening to basic Fourth Amendment
rights to reasonable search and sci/.urc.
Let's think for a moment about you — Joe
Potsmoker. You enjoy occasional, responsible use
wilh your friends. You come in cvcry.sluipc and si/A
from both sexes and in every major. 1 know several of

you who are RAs and campus cadets. Ask yourself
why you hide in terror of being discovered. Four
hundred thousand people are arrested each year on
marijuana charges. Eighty-five percent of those arrests
are for simple personal possession. And still the tide
of public opinion keeps us quiet
Why do the chances of legalization look so bleak?
It's simply because the senseless persecution has
forced its many casual users into the closet —
painting a horrible picture of a substance which could
actually have many benefits to our society. The $5
billion dollar price tag on this madness could be
converted to a $15 billion in tax revenue if pot were
legalized and taxed like cigarettes and alcohol.
The time is long overdue for marijuana smokers to
"come out of the closet." If you enjoy frequent or
occasional use and choose to continue hiding in fear,
you are only perpetuating the problem. Even if you
don't smoke, you should reconsider whether the
persecution of those who do is worth the cost.
Soon on the JMU campus there will be a chapter of
NORML, the National Organization for the Reform
of Marijuana Laws. NORML is a non-profit lobby
and education group working to end the prohibition of
marijuana. I urge everyone who smokes, or who
supports the rights of those who do. to get involved.
I urge those of you who share my views to stop
being afraid to express it. Change begins not just
with individuals but with the free flow of ideas. And
remember, you cannot (yet?) be arrested for
expressing an opinion.
Roy Smallwood . is
communication.

a. junior
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Marriage, family, graduation: It comes so fast

1

In less than a year my older sister. Nan, will be a
college graduate and a wife.
To me this is mind boggling. And as strange as it
seems to me, it has helped me to realize how lucky I
am to have a sister like Nan.
My mom, an only child, always told Nan and me
how lucky we were to have each other, and 1 never
really believed it until recently.
Though Nan will be 22 in January, I cannot think
of her as being old enough to have a job and a
husband. Whenever I think of her, I see us the way
we were when we were younger.
From the time I was a baby, I wanted to be like
Nan. My mom tells me I cried constantly when I was
little, and the doctor told her it was because I saw Nan
walking and I wanted to be able to do everything she
did.
I remember Nan going to nursery school while I
stayed at home, wanting more than anything in the
world to go to school with her. My mom and I would
pick up my sister at the end of the day, and
sometimes her teacher would let me come and play on
the playground with her.
We went to the same elementary school starting
when I was in the first grade. Nan was only a year
ahead of me in school, and on the first day of school I
refused to stop screaming until they look me to find
her and showed me what room she was in. Nan
always stuck up for me. She threatened people who
picked on me, and she always let me play with her
and her friends when I didn't have anyone else to play
with.
Nan was my hero. 1 have always admired her — her
beauty, her talents, her personality — everything

«.
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READ IT ANYWAY

cannot function when her socks are on the wrong feet.
She cannot cook. Once she was making a cake for
her boyfriend's (now her fiancd) birthday. It was a mix
— one of the ones where you add water and eggs, and
in a miracle of modern technology, you open the
oven an hour later to find a cake is bom.
She labored over the directions for a while and then
finally asked me what kind of water to put in it.
("Gee, Nan, I don't know. Why don't you go down to
the store and buy a boule of Evian?")
But I love my sister. And I am going to miss her
next year when she graduates from Bridgewater
College and won't be 15 minutes away anymore.
I'll cry when she graduates with honors in May,
both because I am so proud of her and also because I
realize how quickly the years have passed and how
much time I have wasted.
And next year, as I stand as maid of honor,
watching my sister walk down the aisle in a long,
white dress and make her life one with another's, I
will cry tears of joy for my sister's new life and for
the years of happiness she has ahead of her. I think
her fianciS is the luckiest guy ever.
I don't mean to be all maudlin and sentimental, but
I've really realized lately how important my sister is
to me. Despite the arguments and tough times we've
been through, we're family — and that's what
matters.
Like the saying goes, "Chance made us sisters,
hearts made us friends." And I consider myself to be
one of the luckiest siblings in the world.

Laura Hutchison

about her impressed me then and still does.
Nan makes me laugh. When all I want to do in the
world is cry or scream or hit something, I can call her
and she can still make me believe that everything will
be OK.
She is strong. For a long time I thought she was
infallible. Sometimes 1 still believe it.
She is determined. She fights for what she believes
is right, and she doesn't give up.
And fortunately for me, she is my sister.
I'm not saying that my sister is perfect or that we
are some rare breed of siblings who don't fight.
1 remember one Easier when we were liltle. We
were dressed in matching dresses thai my mother had
made, and wc each carried litile purses and wore
bonnets that matched our dresses.
My mom was making a home movie and we were
supposed to walk down the hall holding hands, stop
at the end of the hall and wave. So far, so good.
And then something happened. One of us said
something to make the other mad (lime has dimmed
the exact circumstances), and I refused to smile or
hold her hand. Then we started hilling each other.
Like everyone, she has her faults. She is a neat
freak and insists on consistency. She even thinks
there is such a thing as a left and right sock, and she

Laura Hutchison is a junior communication and
English major.
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icroComputers, inc.
2515 £ Market St, Harrlsonburg, VA 22801 705-4347566

Specializing in:
•Computers

-Specializing InEvervthing For Greeks

——J -AST, Hyundai, Toshiba

s^rs •Computer Accessories

f Greek Sweatshirts- CHAMPIONS-On The Way '
Hats, Stationery, Candy, Paddles, Cups, Shot
Glasses, Underwear and More.
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"*-Joysticks, Mice, Modems

Printers
-Panasonic, Okidata, Cannon

Also FeaturingParty Supplies
Balloons
Gag Gifts
Cards
Condom Jewelry
COME AND SEE US TODAY?I
Located In The
Spotswood Valley Square
(Near Kroger)
Open Monday Thru Saturday
10AM-9PM

.10% DISCOUNT*

432-0287

J
1/2 mile past Valley Mall on East Market St. (Rt. 33)
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Software Packages
-Word Processing, Games

Supplies
-Paper, Floppy Disks, Ribbons
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Grocery pricing varies in different stores
The cupboard is bare.
There's nothing left in ihe fridge
except for some baking soda and a
carton of spoiled milk. Looking in
your wallet, you inwardly gasp at the
lack of money as you realize you must
make that weekly trek to the grocery
store.
So where should a JMU student go
to spend his or her hard-earned cash on
groceries?

I took a lour of six Harrisonburg
grocery stores — Food Lion, Kroger,
Mick-or-Mack, Red Front, the Dukes
Plaza SuperFresh and the Cloverleaf
SuperFresh. While at each, I discovered
how the stores view student business
and compared the prices of eight items.
1 also talked to several commuter
students about where they shop and
why they shop there.
Looking at prices for the same nine
items at the stores, its hard to tell
where the best overall prices are for
shoppers. Each store offers some items
for the lowest price of die six — and
all prices on the goods arc comparable
to each other.
It's interesting — and somewhat
surprising — to note the difference in
the prices of items at different branches
of the same chain, like the two
SuperFresh stores in town. For
example, although many of the items
are priced the same, a one-pound bag of
Doritos costs 10 cents more at the
Dukes Plaza location.

Among the stores visited, the
SuperFresh and Kroger stores both
impress me as being very modern and
clean.
Student business is very important
to the stores, and all of them go out of
their way to pursue student shopping.
As Cloverleaf SuperFresh co-manager
Kevin Caldwell said, "We try and bend
over backwards for students."
All stores noted substantial increases
in sales when students arc in town,
most by about 15 percent.
To attract student business, some
stores have developed marketing
strategies directly geared at student
buying. Food Lion and Kroger use
displays and specials regularly, while
Caldwell said SuperFresh "tries to get
items that are better suited for students,
such as specials on kegs."
All of the stores surveyed will cash
student checks — as long as they
provide their JMU ID. SuperFresh will
cash checks up to $15, while Kroger
will allow students to write a check for
$20 over the amount of purchase —
provided they buy at least $15 of items
from the store.
Food Lion allows students to write a
check for $10 over purchase and
Mick-or-Mack will permit the student
to overwrite the check, but the amount
can't be too much over what the
purchase price is.
Red Front "will cash JMU checks for
the amount of purchase only," said
general manager Eugene Wenger.
Many JMU students have developed
their own strategies for lessening the
costs of those trips to the store, and
several mentioned strong preferences
for a specific store.
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h's Pride

2.87 2.57 2.49 2.67 2.47 2.47

110 oz. box Cheerlos

1.82 1.82 1.95 2.19 1.82 1.82

Frosted Blueberry Pop-Tarts

1.45 1.45 1.55 1.39 1.45 1.45

1 loaf Wonder Bread

.95

Spaghetti O's
lib. Oreo Cookies

.89

.89

.89

.89

2/1.09 2/1.00

1.03 1.03

27.88"
•sale

2/.S8

2.49 2.39 2.49 2.69 2.49 2.49
KEN BURAKER AND ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

Junior Linda McCluskey said, "1
shop the SuperFresh on Carlton, and
by using double coupons, I feel I save
about $30." Graduate student Bambi
Biggs alternates grocery shopping duly
with her roommates weekly, and they
share their food. "1 usually go to Food

Lion because it's cheaper, but I head to
SuperFresh if I'm buying salad stuff
because their produce is fresher," she
said.
But Joe Wells, a junior, disagrees. "I
shop Kroger because they are the
cheapest by far," he said.

Chrysler hopes to regain some of market share
James V. Higgins
VSATodayl
Apple College Information Network
DETROIT — Lower prices on key products and
revived sales to car rental fleets will help give
Chrysler Corp. a market share boost this fall,
company officials said last week.
Chrysler Motors Chairman Bennett E. Bidwell
said the company's year-long slide in market share
will be reversed this month, despite a weakening
car market
Through August, Chrysler's share of the U.S.
new car and truck market was 12.1 percent, down
■ »t»

——

from 13.8 percent in the same period last year.
Bidwell, who retires at the end of this year, said he
expects modest gains both in car and truck market
share through December.
He said the Middle East crisis makes it
impossible to forecast 1991 market levels. But
Chrysler is drawing up 1991 internal budgets based
on overall industry car and truck sales at about S14
million, slightly less than the anticipated level this
year.
New for 1991 are substantially restyled Plymouth
Voyager and Dodge Caravan minivans; a
high-performance, 220-horsepower version of the
Dodge Spirit RfT sedan; the Dodge Stealth sports

car; a V-8 engine option for the Dakota pickup
truck; a bigger, 3.8-liter V-6 engine for the New
Yorker luxury car; and lower-priced "America"
versions of the Dodge Shadow and Plymouth
Sundance subcompact cars.
Bidwell and other officials gave three reasons for
the company's market share slide this year. It ended
production of Omni and Horizon subcompacis
before it had a vehicle to replace them; it decided to
bow out of competition for low-profit fleet
business; and the new Ford Explorer sport utility
truck underpriced the Jeep Cherokee by an average
of $1,500.
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THURSDAY
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• The Muppet Movie (G) — 7,

9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres
• Flatlinero (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15
• Pacific Heights (R) — 1:30, 3:30,
5:30. 7:30, 9:35
• Funny About Love (PG-13) — 1:45,
3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45
• Good Fellas (R) — 1:30. 4:10,
7:30

THE GRAPHIC WORK
1957-1985

TOO

Loews Theatres
• Ghost (PG-13) — 7, 9:25
• I Came In Peace (R) — 7:30.
9:30
• Men at Work (PG-13) — 7:45,
9:45

FRIDAY
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• Total Recall (R) — 7. 9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres
• Flatliners (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15
• Pacific Heights (R) — 1:30, 3:30,
5:30, 7:30. 9:35
• Funny About Love (PG-13) — 1:45,
3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45
• Good Fellas (R) — 1:30, 4:10, 7,
9:40

CHRB HAWS/THE BRLEZE

Loews Theatres
• Ghost (PG-13) — 7, 9:25
• Marked for Death (R) — 7:30, 9:30
• Desperate Hours (R) — 7:35, 9:45

SATURDAY
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• Total Recall (R) — 7. 9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres
• Flatliners (R) — 2. 4:30. 7, 9:15
• Pacific Heights (R) — 1:30, 3:30.
5:30. 7:30. 9:35
• Funny About Love (PG-13) —1:45,
3:45. 5:45, 7:45, 9:45
• Good Fellas (R) — 1:30, 4:10. 7.
9:40

Loews Theatres
• Ghost (PG-13) — 4, 7, 9:25
• Marked for Death (R) — 3:30,
5:30, 7:30, 9:30
• Desperate Hours (R) — 3:30, 5:30,
7:35, 9:45

Artist ventures into tk third din
Fats Domino delightedly grins as he taps away on his
piano.
Swarms of people converge on Coney Island in a sea
of color.
A red double-decker bus bulges with its occupants.
These are some of the predominant visions left by
"Red Grooms: The Graphic Work from 1957 to 1985"
on display at Sawhill Gallery through OcL 21 as part of
JMTJs Fine Arts Series.
The works run the gamut from black and white
silkscreens to colorful three-dimensional cutouts. While
observers can see the distinct stamp of Grooms in each
work, each remains clearly unique.
Stuart Downs, director of Sawhill Gallery, said the
exhibit is one of the most important events of the
season.
"In the case of Red Grooms, we wanted a case of
visual art itself coming to the gallery," he said. "It was
our interest to choose a major contemporary artist of
international standing."
Grooms' exhibit has been featured in major museums

around the world, including the Museum of Modern Art
in Stockholm and the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Los Angeles.
"It's the only [exhibit] of this stature we will have,"
Downs said. "It is truly the major art event we are able
to bring in this year."
Thirty-nine of Grooms' pieces currently are on
display. This collection includes a selection of
three-dimensional cutouts.
"Fats Domino" is a paper cutout of the famous piano
player, similar to another cutout work of poet Gertrude
Stein sitting in an overstuffed chair.
Three-dimensional artwork of an opera house and a
British double-decker bus also are on display. The
models, cutouts of color lithographs, are assembled to
look like shadow boxes.
Some recurring themes run throughout the exhibit,
such as Grooms' fascination with cities teeming with
life and confusion.
His "No Gas" portfolio of six color lithographs
illustrates this theme. The lithographs include a chaotic

traffic jam, a subwa
view of a city from
These works are I
you stand in front o
Grooms also enjo
"masters" of art, inc
He portrays some o
studying their subjc
Auguste Rodin is
carried by his nude
people of all differe
occupations in "Pic;
Surreal artist Salv
three-dimensional p
Grooms reveals tl
art. His representati
humorous and satin
people and parts of
Sawhill Gallery i.
open Monday to FT
Saturday and Sundt
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Article by Christy Mumford
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tnenswn
nbway filled with diverse people and a
from the perspective of a huge rat.
are full of arresting images — the longer
ont of one, the more you see.
enjoys poking a little fun at the
t, including Edgar Degas and Whistler,
me of his artistic ancestors as intently
subjects — naked women,
in is dressed in drag; Baudelaire's head is
tude model. Picasso sits among a myriad of
fferent shapes, sizes, nationalities and
"Picasso Goes to Heaven II."
: Salvador Dali is shown in a
rial piece as part of a "Dali Salad."
tals the humor in human beings and in
mtauons of the world of art are just as
satirical as his renditions of everyday
ts of popular culture.
try is located in Duke Fine Arts and is
to Friday, 10:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m.. and
Sunday, 1.30 to 4:30 pm.

Clockwise from
left:
Shelly Foley(left)
and Aaron
Strickler admire a
Groom's sketch;
a lithograph of
Fats Domino;
"London Bus;"
Red Grooms
self-portrait;
"Dali
Salad," a three
dimensional
satire on surreal
artist Salvador
Dali.
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Policelog

MWMTOf 0ITEM mcY-lech ol tw advanced items * ■•quired
lo tw readrly available for sate m each Kroger Store, eicept as
spealiceliy noted m this ad If we do >un out ol an advertraed
item, we w* offer you your choice ol a compatible item, when
available, reflecting the same savings or a ramcheck which wel
entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
withm 30 day» Only one vendor coupon will be accepted per
item purchased.

CONTINUED from page 4
approached her at noon Sept. 24 between Warren Campus Center and Hillcrest Hall.
The man was white, 30 to 35, 5'11"
and with brown hair and a moustache.
• Two students were charged judicially
with harassment at 11:15 p.m. Sept. 26
(or allegedly making harassing phone
calls to a White Hall resident.

«-• * >

• A number of harassing messages
were left on a message board in Converse Hall sometime between 8 a.m.
Sept. 22 and 2:25 p.m. Sept. 29.
• An unknown person made a harass-

ing phone call to a faculty member in
Jackson Hall at 1:30 p.m. Sept. 28.
• An unknown female caller made
three threatening phone calls to a Hillside Hall resident at 10:35 a.m. Oct. 1.

COPYRIGHT 19J0 THE KROGER CO ITEMS AND PRICES
GOOD SUNDAY. SEPT 30. THROUGH SATURDAY. OCT 6,
1990 IN HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES NONE SOLO TO DEALERS

Found Property
• An English-style riding saddle was
discovered by the housekeeping staff in
McGraw Long Hall at 8:30 a.m. Sept.
30. The saddle was found wrapped in
plastic garbage bags.

Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 25:58

The average American
family is two paychecks
away from being homeless.
Ron Butler
from
Churches Conference on Shelter and Housing
Washington, D.C.
speaks on

withLowPncesiorc>

HOMELESSNESS: CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS

October 9,1990 7:00 pm
Duke M209
Sponsored by H.O.U.S.E.
(Housing Opportunities Uniting Students A Educators)

Announcement
All Students interested in pursuing a

Career in Nursing

are invited to attend the
JMU Department of Nursing
Career Day
Monday, October 8,1990
Phillips Center Ballroom 1-3 p.m.
This event is sponsored by the James Madison
University Chapter of the Student Nurses'
Association of Virginia (SNAV). The Purpose of
the Career Day is to acquaint any student with
an interest in Nursing with professional job
marketing stategies and to introduce them to a
variety of health care job opportunities and
nursing graduate programs.
Here's a unique opportunity to meet with
Nursing Recruiters, Graduate Program
Directors, and Health Care Representatives
from Virginia, Maryland and Ohio. Plan to
attend this highly informative event.
See You There

Ruffles
Potato Chips
IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE

Delicious
Fried Pies
KROGER

Sandwich
Bread
HANOI-SNACKS

Kraft
Cheez'n Crackers
NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE. F CAFFEINE FREE DIET PEPSI,
CAFFEINE FREE PEPSI.

Diet Pepsi or
Pepsi Cola

M*
12-PAK 12-02. CANS ... 3 29

REGULAR. THICK
OR GARLIC

Serve V Save
Bologna
1-ft.Pkg.

n

09

^
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'Good Fellas' entertains, despite violence
John Friedman &
Kevin Stewart
stqffwriters
Martin Scorsese's "Good Fellas" is a stunning and
often disturbing insight into the dark lives of
mobsters.
The bloody opening of the movie graphically
shows a man being stabbed and shot. The plot then
turns to the character of Henry Hill (Ray Liotta) who
narrates most of the film.

E

V

I

E

"Good Fellas" is actually a biography of Henry
Hill's life in the New York mob. His life, the focal
point of the story, guides the audience through the
mob's many baneful escapades including cheating,
stealing and killing in an attempt to satisfy members'
insatiable greed for wealth.
Although the movie begins by portraying the
power and glory of a mobster's life, it quickly
narrows its perspective to display the corruption and
individual greed of each character.

RECYCLING FACT*

Good Fellas
***<&# "Good"
*=poor **=fair ***=food ****=excelent
*****=cla«s»c

Director: Martin Scorsese
Actora: Robert DcNiro, Ray Liotta,
Joe Petci and Lorraine Bracco
These characters kill without conscience,
abandoning undying loyalty to sacrifice each other for
personal gain.
The dynamic character of Jimmy "The Gent"
Conway is portrayed flawlessly by Robert DeNiro,
which comes as no surprise considering his reputation
as an actor.
Joe Pesci (Lethal Weapon II) performs the role of
lough and crazy Tommy DeVito with shocking
realism. Lorraine Bracco also gives a fine performance
as Henry's disturbed but loyal wife.
Scorsese's direction involves probing camera

movement and offers commendable cinematography.
In one scene, the camera smoothly spans across an
entire room filled with mob members while Henry
Hill introduces them to the audience.
Freeze frames also add a unique touch to Henry's
narrative comments.
The movie's soundtrack contains hits from each of
the three decades "Good Fellas" covers. The music
makes each era flow into the next.
But many weaknesses can be found if one looks
beyond the movie's cinematography and music.
"Good Fellas" takes its lime in establishing the
setting. A full 90 minutes pass before a focal conflict
arises, and the dramatic action and numerous murders
become routine. The audience's initial shock is lost
and excess killings amount to a waste of film.
The movie runs a lengthy two and a half hours
before the end credits roll.
The initial excitement of the movie is lost as the
intriguing effect of the dramatic scenes begin to fade.
But overall, "Good Fellas" is a good mobster movie.
It shows a realistic view of life as a gangster and is
worth while for fans of the reputable actors and
director.

^or eac^ ec^on oi *he Sunday New York Times,
63,000 trees are harvested.

The Breeze is contributing to the recycling effort by recycling all of its office paper as well as used newspapers. Recycling is
the one way we can all give something back. Consult your local yellow pages for the nearest recycling agency.
*•«
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"Catch the spirit, feel the pride"
Thursday, October 4
Homecoming
Procession
at the stadium -

Rt. 11 South

M You Can Eat

Seafood Buffet

FYldaySQpm
featuring: Crabfe^spfcedshrinTg, and dam strips

;

#^ »?•!'<!
*—

-^-iJ

lit i

^% !
^*"

Fabulous Surf 81 Turf Buffet

• Pep Rally
• Ms. Madison Court
• Pep Band
• Banner Competition
• Live Music afterwards!
FREE Towels to groups who show the most spirit!

COME-OUT-AND-SUPPORT-THE-DUKES!

Saturday 5-9 pm
featuring: Crab legs, prime rib, spiced shrimp,
oven fried chicken, and broiled scallops

For only $13.50
Students & Faculty
Come try ourlunch, buffet for a
quick home-cooked meal!
Mon-Fri 11:30 am-2:30 pm
Entire Buffet $4.95
Soup, salad Si sandwich $3.95
Reservations accepted for both Homeccmirg
and Parents Ufeetend Call us at 434-2367
Banquet FacfllfJes Available forguupsof 10-500.
Fraternities & SorortUes are welcome.
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•James McHone-i
J e w e l r y
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WE BUY GOLD & SILVER
Diamond Bngagement Rings from $75^
Birthsfone Rings
Custom designs and repairs
UTH COUitr SQUARE

llltii..

RTMEN'
'

YOUR OFF CAMPUS

HOUSING HEADQUARTERS!
•Pool
•Clubhouse
•TeiinixS Court
•Wali-to-Wali Carpet
•Small Pets Allowed

433-1853

•Full Size WaxSher & Dr>'er
•Fully Equipped Kitchen
•1,2 3 Bedroom
Townhouses ami Garden
Apaitments

FxituI Ofipi»tunity Housing

Dowmown next to Sovnin Bank Drive-Thru

A DEVON LANE
LJ
434-2220:

Rental only $1.00
7:30p.m.-10p.m.
October 4th & 18th

434-1834

The Stars Are Out All Day!

Can't sell
that
?
•
(noun)

Try a Breeze
classified!
Only $2.50 for the first 10
words and $2 for every 10
word increment after.
Deadlines are 12 noon
Tuesday for Thursday's
issue and 12 noon Friday
for Monday's issue.
Bring your classified to
The Breeze office in the
basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall or
send it to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Campus Mail
Payment, a name and phone
number must be included.

America's premier theme
park in Williamsburg, Va.
is conducting auditions for
over 250 singers, dancers,
musicians, variety artists,
actors, technicians, and
supervisors. You could be
part of the magic that truly
makes Busch Gardens an
entertainment "experience.
So get your act together
and 'shine' at our 1991
auditions.
—^
.Auclitions; 1 to 1mins
l*"or adilitional
Intormution call

l-800-2x53-x5302.

Audition Date:
HARRISONBURG
VIRGINIA
Tuesday, October 9, 1990
1:30-4:30 p.m.
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger
Auditorium
Sponsored by the
Dept. of Music

.BUSCH
GARDENS
THFCIDCJOUNTRY
WILLIAMSBURG. VA.

An AtTirmative .'\ction/Hqual Opportunity Emplo\er ,\\/l-7U

mmm
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Former AGD house unites Greeks, transfers
jenny Rjssky.
stqffwriter
Although officially labeled Building
B, Unit E, the former Alpha Gamma
Delia sorority house is belter known to
students as the "halfway house."
Technically, the house is a branch of
Shorts Hall, and it is home on the
Row to 24 women, nine of whom are
transfer students.
This year has proven to be better in
terms of the amount of on-campus
housing available for transfers.
Numbers didn"t come out as the Office
of Residence Life had expected. "In
fact, transfer students for next spring
are being encouraged to live on campus
because of the number of vacancies,"
said Christopher Gatesman, assistant
director of the Office of Residence Life.
The halfway house is located exactly
where its name suggests — in the
middle of Greek Row. Originally, il
was intended to be divided among the
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Zcia Tau Alpha
and Tri-Sigma sororities. When these
three sororities could not completely
fill the house, the opportunity was
extended to the four remaining
sororities on Greek Row. Because there
was still room left, they decided to let
transfer students move in.
Only transfers and Greeks could be
assigned to the house, but those

students could pull in friends and
roommates.
According to Mike Way, the
assistant to the associate vice president
for student affairs, the university
wanted to use the available space rather
than have il remain vacant for a year.
Next fall, Alpha Phi sorority will
occupy the house.
But in the meanwhile, the house is a
combination of Greeks and transfer
students.
The position of resident adviser for
the halfway house requires dealing with
both the Office of Residence Life and
the Greek Office, and this opportunity
was given to junior Christian Johnson.
"I would not have wanted to be a
resident adviser in a freshman dorm
because college life is a totally new
experience for them," Johnson said.
"For transfer students, college life isn't
new — only this campus."
Lori Hebb, a non-transfer student
lives on the first floor with transfers.
A fifth-year senior, Hebb said living in
the halfway house has given her an
opportunity to meet girls who
ordinarily she probably would not have
met. "I had originally planned to live
off-campus and because I am a
fifth-year senior, most of my friends
have graduated - so this was a great
chance to meet new friends."
Pam Walker, a sophomore transfer

from Radford University, enjoys living
on the Row. "It's a definite social
advantage because I know what's going
on every weekend without having to
look," she said. "I've met transfer
students who live off-campus, and
they're not as fortunate because they
are more isolated."
Sophomore transfer Carol Bailey
commented on the feeling of
togetherness found in the halfway
house. Her move to JMU marks her
second transfer — and in her eyes, the
halfway house is a perfect place to
live.
"Nobody in the house knew one
another, but we had to get to know one
another because we didn't have anyone
else-we all transferred. The first lime
thai I transferred, people in my hall had
already established their individual
group of friends," she said.
Another transfer student, sophomore
Jennifer O'Donnell sees both
advantages and disadvantages to living
on the Row.
"It's awesome that they put transfers
together because we're all starting over
in the same sense as freshmen," she
said. "But, it's hard to meet people on
the Row because people who live here
have Greek commitments already."
This outlook on living in the house
and not being Greek was shared by
junior Kaarin Schnebele. "Being an

CHRIS HXWS/THE BREEZE

The "halfway house" is located in
the middle of Greek Row.
independent on the row, I didn't know
if I would be 'accepted.' Everyone is
very nice, yet at times I feel like an
outsider," she said.
Schnebele was brought into the
house by her roommate for the past
two years, Jenny Botla, an ASA. "The
halfway house was the perfect option
for me because while I wanted to live
on the Row, at the same lime I still
wanted to live with Kaarin," Botta
said. "Living here gives me the
advantage of having both!"

Spotlight

David Fisher: Dave's Recycling
Even before recycling and environmental awareness
were the hip things to do, David Fisher and his
family were in the business.
About 13 years ago, one of Fisher's friends started a
cellulose insulation business and commissioned
Fisher to recycle newspaper to use in the business.
Fisher and his family have been buying and selling
recyclable products ever since. Dave's Recycling is
run out of the Fishers' home at 1811 South High St.
in Harrisonburg.
JMU students and Harrisonburg residents bring their
recyclabks to Fisher's house, where it is weighed and
paid for.
Dave's Recycling accepts cardboard, glass, plastic,
newspaper and aluminum cans. There arc certain
specifications for each type of recyclable materials.

Cardboard
Cardboard consists of corrugated boxes and brown
grocery bags only. Dave's Recycling cannot accept

Plastic

included in either category. All lids must be removed,
but the labels can remain on the containers. Plastic
pays three pennies per pound.
Fisher doesn't pay for newspaper or aluminum cans,
but he does accept them. Newspaper must be
newsprint only — no colored paper or paper from
magazines or catalogs.
Dave's Recycling is open from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. The phone number is
434-0836.

There are two types of plastic that can be recycled,
and they must be in separate bags. The first type is
the plastic liter bottles that soda comes in. Green and
clear soda bottles can be together in the same bag.
The second type of plastic includes anything in a clear
plastic bottle or jug and colored plastic containers
such as milk containers, shampoo bottles and hand
lotion containers. Margarine dishes, yogurt
containers, plastic bags or plastic toys are not

Spotlight is a forum that presents students, faculty,
organizations and community members in a different
light. It is printed regularly as space permits. If you
know someone whom you think should be featured in
Spotlight, please call Laura or Christv at The Brcc/.c
at X6I27.

items such as cereal or shoe boxes. Fisher pays a
penny a pound for recyclable cardboard.

Glass
Recyclable glass includes bottles, jugs and jars.
They must be separated in bags by color — green,
brown and clear. All lids must be removed, but the
labels can stay on. They cannot accept window panes,
ceramics, china or ovenware. Fisher pays a penny a
pound for glass also.

—Laura Hutchison
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Upcoming'Events.

JBKMRD

Thurs., Oct. 4 Homecoming Procession in Stadium - 7:30pm
Pep Rally, Ms. Madison Court, Pep Band, Banner Competition; Live Music Afterward
Thurs., Oct. 4 International Folk Dance Evening - PC Ballroom 7-9 p.m.
Fun! No experience necessary.
Sat., Oct. 6 Homecoming - Joe Piscopo in concert with Carry Nation
and the Romantics. 8 p.m. Convo. $10 w/ID $13.50 General Public and
day of show.
For ticket information call the UPB office at x6217 or stop by ticket window between 10 am and 3 pm.

Mo vies This Week.

Thurs., Oct. 4 The Muppet Movie 7 & 9:30 $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out G/S
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 5 & 6 Total Recall 7 & 9:30 $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out G/S
Sun., Oct. 7 Missing 7:30 FREE G/S

—^SpecialAnnouncements...
Fri., Oct. 5 - LIVE TELECONFERENCE on Racial Harassment- GraftonlStovall Theater -1-3 p.m.
Mon.y Oct. 15 - Follow-up to Teleconference wlpanel discussion - GraftonlStovall Theater

CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6504

iie««K;u«ttK$:ft....vK«-vi !*ii
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Locker rooms are for showers, not interviews
I'm not planning to boycott Remington razors.
Bui as a female who has worked as a sportswriler
for the last three years, I can say recent incidents in
the National Football League have me worried.
Currently, the NFL is investigating a charge by
Boston Herald sportswriler Lisa Olson that she was
sexually harassed by five New England Patriots in
their locker room. After the incident went public.
New England owner Victor Kiam, the Remington
razor man, allegedly called Olson a "classic bitch" in
front of other reporters.
And in a separate incident, USA Today reporter
Denise Tom was denied access to the Bengals' locker
room after Monday night's Cincinnati/Seattle game
under orders of Cincinnati's head coach Sam Wyche
only on the basis she is female.
It was more than 20 years ago that federal courts
gave women the right to equal access to locker
rooms. The NFL, NBA and most every other major
sports league have policies regarding access to locker
rooms.
But after the relatively smooth emergence of
females into the world of sports journalism, in these
incidents a few players from the New England
Patriots and Cincinnati's Wyche have brought the
issue of women reporters in locker rooms to the front
page of sports sections across the country. The
reporters have themselves become the story.
I'm the most worried about the fact that my gender
might hinder my professional goals. Growing up in
what I have always felt was an equal-opportunity
society, the thought had never crossed my mind —
that was, until I began seriously working as a
sportswriler.
This summer I was faced with a locker room
situation for the first time when I worked as a stringer
for a Buffalo newspaper covering the Buffalo Bisons
Triple-A baseball team in Richmond.
As a stringer, all I was asked to do was call the
Buffalo paper with quotes from Buffalo players about
the game. On the first day, I was asked to wail
outside the locker room until the players were dressed
while male sportswriters walked right in.
By the time I was finally allowed in, many of the
key players I needed to talk to had left through the
back door. The players who were left in the locker
room were watching an explicit videotape of Andrew
Dice Clay, and I was forced to conduct iwo interviews
while the tape played at full volume.
On the second night, I was almost completely

forgotten after being told they would "go ask" if I
could come in. I stood and wailed for about 20
minutes before a male reporter came along and went
in before me to warn them I was coming in.
While the locker room is the biggest obstacle for
women sportswriters covering male-dominated sports,
other obstacles occur every day. I've been asked out
by athletes with who I am supposedly sharing a
strictly professional relationship. I have been flat out
asked by a football coach, "Honey what do you know

COMMENTARY
-Stephanie Swaim

about football?" Talking to a baseball coach over the
phone this summer, he told me "if you, or your
boyfriend, saw him play" I would be able to tell that
one of his players had potential.
I was the first female to work full time in the
sports department at the Richmond News Leader. The
rest of* the staff admitted that before they met me they
had been nervous about a female entering the only
all-male section on the paper.
I like sports, and I like writing about sports and
talking to the people who make things happen on the
field or the court. And I'm a female. So what?
By showing complete disregard for professionals
attempting to do a job, these men in the NFL arc
jeopardizing the credibility of all sports journalists.
The issue isn't one of females being allowed into
male locker rooms. It is an issue of female reporters
being allowed to go the same places male reporters
are _ in two words, equal access.
Put aside the fact that some players say they are
uncomfortable with female reporters in their locker
room or accuse a female sportswriler of using a press
pass as her ticket to gawk at large, naked men. What
it all boils down to is sexual discriminalion. When
men and women arc trying to do the same job and
women are denied the rights given to other
professionals, it's unfair. And you thought this was
the "90s.
A story in yesterday's USA Today quoted Wyche as
saying "I will not allow women to walk in on 50
naked men, if that's your question." Wyche is
showing complete disregard for the fact that the

women who would "walk in on 50 naked men" carry
the same press pass as the men who would walk in
the locker room. A press pass does not discriminate
by gender.
Eagles linebacker Reggie While told USA Today,
"It's an invasion of my privacy. My wife is offended
that women can come in here and watch us dress. I
don't think it's right, even if it is her so-called job."
White and other athletes with this opinion must be
on a major ego trip if they believe women journalists
come into the locker room to "watch" them dress.
Reporters on deadline have time to do nothing more
than ask a few questions before running to the press
box to write a story — much less care what the
players look like in their underwear.
Through the controversy, one question that I have
been asked several times is: Are men allowed in
women's locker rooms? According to the USA Today,
the Association of Tennis Professionals, LPGA and
Women's International Tennis Association close their
locker rooms, and athletes are brought to the media
after they have time to cool down.
Their policies were most likely handed down when
males dominated the field. Instead of discriminating
against men, they have chosen to keep everyone out
of the locker room.
Most male sportswriters I have worked with say
they do not enjoy locker room interviews. A locker
room is the private domain of a team and a reporter is
an outsider, regardless of gender.
Locker rooms should be closed to all media. They
should serve the purpose they are meant for — as a
shower facility and dressing room. Athletes should be
required to report to an interview room after a
cool-down period.
Male (and female) sportswriters accustomed to the
luxury of quickie post-game interviews will have to
adjust to the change. Granted, women arc the
minority in sports reporting. But if women want to
be sports reporters, they should not be hindered by
their sex.
But as women climb the ranks of sports
management, male sports writers are finding
themselves faced with the same type of attitudes. One
of the writers 1 worked closely with this summer was
sent to interview the Cincinalti Reds' owner Marge
Schott when she made an appearance in Richmond.
When he came back to the office later that day, I
asked him how it had gone.
"Okay," he said. "But she kept touching me and
calling me honey."

Boxscores
Maryland won ihc six-team meet with

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
JMU look second in the Moving
Comfort Invitational at George
Mason September 29. The Dukes were
led by senior Sabrina Bugay, who
finished sixth with a time of 17:38 on
the three mile course. Five other JMU
runners finished in the lop-16.

37 points, and JMU finished with S3
points.
The Dukes finished above George
Mason for the first time since 1983.

MEN'S SOCCER
JMU
UMBC

0 2—2
01—1

GOALS—JMU: Davis 51:29. Satchell
69:01; UMBC: Taylor 85:19.
ASSISTS—JMU: Engelfried,
Sampson.
SAVES—JMU: Fant 7; UMBC:
McDonough 3.

JMU SPORTSWATCH
Tomorrow

Field hockey vs. Southwest
Missouri State at St Louis, 3 p.m.
Women's golf at the Duke
Invitational through Sunday.
Men's tennis at the Washington and
Lee Invitational through Saturday.
Women's tennis at ITCA Team
Regional Qualifier through Sunday,
Blacks burg, Va.
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FOUR STAR
PIZZA

JMU
***•
FOOTBALL
433-3776
&

(■■■

COUPON ■ ■•■

SORRY, NO CHECKS ACCEPTED
M«_ COUPON

MEAL
DEAL

LIMITED
DELIVERY AREA

PER ORDER

hiiiaa COUPON
^■■■■■i COUPON ...i

SUB
DEAL

ONE COUPON
PER ORDER

laM»ai

UMTTEO
DEUVERY AREA

COUPON HHaaaj

P----_

I
I
DOUBLEZZ!

TWO LARGE ■
ONE ITEM
PIZZAS
AND FOUR
16oz DRINKS |

$TWO LARGE ■

0NEITEM

A 095
^^ PIZZAS

AND FOUR
16oz DRINKS!
LIMITED
DELIVERY AREA

I
|
i

COUPON ■■■■J

I

DELIVERY AREA "

COUPON ■■■«!
COUPON BBBi|

SUB
DEAL
TWO BIG
12" SUBS
&TW0160Z
DRINKS

ANY LARGE
ONE-ITEM PIZZA
Carry Out OnCy

I

LIMITED ■

ONE COUPON
PER ORDER

^Hfltnecnmmg

ONECOUPON
PER ORDER

COUPON ..-_(

I
I
DOUBLEZZ I
DEAL

! i

DEAL

ONE LARGE!
ONE ITEM I
PIZZA AND I
FOUR 16oz I
I
DRINKS
I
LIMITED
DELIVERY AREA I
COUPON ■ ■■§

TWO BIG
12" SUBS
&TW0160Z
DRINKS
■ ONECOUPON
PER ORDER

Paaa

MEAL
DEAL

ONE LARGE
ONE ITEM
PIZZA AND
FOUR 16oz
DRINKS
ONE COUPON

M«MHJ

LIMITED
DEUVERY AREA

UMTTEO
DELIVERY AREA

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

COUPON aiaiaiadl
COUPON ■■■■■)

COMBO

■

I

I
I

ONLY

9

TWO SMALL
ONE ITEM
PIZZAS
AND TWO
16oz DRINKS

ONECOUPON
PER ORDER

■ ■■«■

LIMITED
DEUVERY AREA

COUPON

JMU DUKES SPECIAL- - FOUR LARGE ONE-ITEM PIZZAS

COMBO
TWO SMALL
ONE ITEM
PIZZAS
AND TWO
16oz DRINKS

(mix or match)

$ocoo

ONECOUPON

ONLY

25

DELIVERY AREA

■ ONECOUPON
PER ORDER

UMTTEO
DEUVERY AREA

COUPON

I
I
I
I

■

I
I
I
I
I
I

mwmfrmmtmmMWt?1

laaWcek
Season Total
Winning Feroert

■ Stephanie Swaiml I Matt Wasnkwski
Sportswrter
Sports Edifeir
4-5-1
HI
m
26-12-2
r^^
2S12 2
.675
.675

JohnR.CraJK
SportswriUrr
4-5-1
23-15-2
.600

GrcgAbd
1 Maurice Jones 1
■vsst Sports EditorB
Sportswriter
5-4-1
6-3-1
^^
22-162
^^^
21-17-2
P
1
575
1
1
550
1

Georgia Tech at Maryland
West Virginia at Virginia Tech
Florida State at Miami
Illinois at Ohio State
Georgia at Clemson

Maryland
Virginia Tech
Miami
Illinois
Clemson

Georgia Tedi
Wfcst Virginia
Miami
Ohio State
Clemson

Marybnd
Wfcst Virginia
Ibrida State
Ohio State
Clemson

VCest Virginia
Miami
Ohio Slate
Clemson

Maryland
\Xest Virginia
Miami
Ohio State
Clemson

Tampa Bay at Dallas
New Orleans at Atlanta
LA. Raiders at Buffalo
Cincinnati at LA. Rams
Seattle at New England

Dallas
Atlanta
Buffalo
Rams
New England

Tampa Hay
Atlanta
Buffalo
Rams
Seattle

Dallas
New Orleans
Buffalo
Rams
Seattle

Dallas
New Orleans
Raiders
Rams
Seattle

Tampa Day
Atlanta
Raiders
Rams
Seattle

GUEST
PREDICTOR
Joe the JM's Bouncer

Hats off to Joe Meyers the JM's Bouncer for making a
return predicting stint after last year's 4-6 finish. The
Predictors will all be wearing their Miami rally caps in
light of Joe's big, bold and bad Florida State pick.
Last's week's guest, history professor Skip Hyser,
finished 4-5-1 and has decided to stick with American
history and rooting for the Seminoles.
■■■■■■■

■■■■■■

.-■■.•..

Maryland

COtlEGE

PROS

Georgia Tech
West Virginia
Florida State
Ohio State
Clemson

Tampa Bay
Atlanta
Raiders
Rams
Seattle

..■-.-..

■
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NEW MLSIC HOTLINE NUMBER!!! (703) 433-TUNE

THURSDAY

ELECTRIC
NO COVER CHARGE AND FREE HORS D'OEUVRES!

(every Thursday no cover charge
and free hors d'oeuvres.)

FRIDAY

Homecoming Blues Jam

MEAW Wirftll
JMU Graduates Rocking the Blues
SATURDAY
'Wammie Award Winning (Best (Bfties guitarist

TOM PRINCIPATO
(

AND POWERHOUSE

'DanuaSU Bluts

i

m

'DanuaBk 'Bluts

'DanuabU 'BCues

> -

■■
'22 -THE BREBETHURSCW, OCTOBER. 4,4990
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CALVIN & HOBOES/Bitt Watterson
LOOK, HOBBES, I COT A

PIECE op CARDBOARD TO
►.MAKE" A TV SCREEN.

_

SEE, I JUST HOLD U UP
AND ITS L\KE I'M ON TV.
I

NCW/TOURT TOO BAD I
OWN SHOW.'J CANT REAU.V.

HOW THAT I'M ON TELEVISION , I'M DIFFEREHT
FROM EUERlBODl EISE.'
I'M FAMOUS.' IMPORTANT.'

SINCE EVERYONE KNOWS
ME, EVERYTHING I DO
NOW IS NEWSWORTHY.
I'M A CULTURAL ICON.

T

SO WUATS IT \ ITS GREAT.'
LIKE BEING
1
-T
ON TU ?

y**4

HI, I'M CALVIN, EMINENT
TELEVISION PERSONALITY
HERE TO TELL 100 ABOUT NEW.
IMPROVED "CU0C0LATE FRDSTED
SUGAR BOMBS".' I LOVE EM.'

THE FAR SIDE/'Gary Larson
FORCE MS WM
INTO MILLIONS
OF PEOPLE'S
HOMES EACH

BUT OK THE. OTHER HAND.
NO ONE \N THIS HOME
VCAN TURN
ME OFF/

I THINK- \
*WR ANTENNA
NEEDS
ADJUSTING. /

WATCH, I'LL
USE MV,
PRESTIGE
TO ENDORSE

Pto0UCT/
h^tsrrX^
sJiT?
If

THEY'RE CRUNCH* ON THE
OUTSIDE, CHEWV ON THE INSIDE
AND WEI OONT HAVE A SINGLE
NATURAL INGREDIENT OR E3BENM]
VITAMIN TO GET IN THE WAV. OF
TTW RICH, FUD6T TK5TE.' NM-W

SCUZ/BobWhisonant

IBS KIDS, YOU'LL LIKE 'EM SO
MUCH, lOU WONT BE Agl£ TO
SIT STILL.' REMEMBER.' ITS
TVE CEREAL T GET PAID TO
RECOMMEND BECAUSE I'M

FAMOUS.'

.

WHAT DO MOU THINK? ARE
TOU FILLER WlW THE DESIRE TO
EMULATE ME AND EAT THE
CEREAL I ENDORSE' IF NOT,
i CAN REPEAT
THIS EVERV. / DONT 100
20 MINUTES. I THREATEN AF.

"Step back, Loretta!... N's a red-hot poker!

where's "Hie.
keg party,
duck?

•

Oi1WE BRJEEZEtHURStW, OCfOB&T*, i9$0 -23

•H

*C$II
PARENT
Room - Between Hardees A JMU. 1160. Cal
896-2726
Mil* Roommate Wanted - Own room.
$1757mo. ♦ utiMws. JM Aprs. 43+6743

FORSALE
Fiero - 1984 4 speed, low mileage, exceHenl
condition, AM/FM radio. A/C. $3,950 or tost
alter.
4337858
weekdays:
433-6726
evenings, weekends
New Snow Board - Sti in box with bindings.
Jttt. 564-1153
BeseMI C»(h - Buying, eiMng. trading. #1
card shop in Valtey. Virginia Cards A
Cotectioles' located in Rocky* Matt. 10 miles
south of Harnsonburg on Rl. 11. Open
Thursday thru Sunday. Phone 234-9900.
434-5040
Furniture - In good condtion. Couch.
rectner. leather chair wth ottoman. Cal
433 9400 or 433-9815
Commodore Oiak Orive, Honker, Printer,
Software. $180.432-9243. Maw moisago.
Variety Of Carpets - Exceseni condlion.
8xlOAarger. Cal evenings. 434-2722
1986 Reneul Encore Unbeek - 35.000
mites. Excellent shape. Original owner. Cal
433-897S.

Horizon Sure Tan — Is your professional
tanning center. Both UVA ft UVB rays. Phone
434-1812 or stop by 1106 Reservoir St
Ward Processing Of Student
Reports, etc. Judy Shaw. 828-2748.

Papers,

Yearbook

-

1

Underclassmen

pictures will be taken Oct. 29

Carol Sou - Carol Stax, Carol Stax. Carol

Deenna Davis, Kit Desamo, Mel Pitman -

1991 "Bluestone" in Room 216 ol the
Anthony Seeger Media Center between 10

Stax. Carol Stax.

EN is psyched to have you as our newest

am ft 6 pm. Be there!

Nov. 9 tor the

Little Sisters!

Begirmer/Novlce Gujur Lessons - Cal
.Jeremy at xS886.
Tutor Available - Math, all levels $10%.
Cal Jennfier. 433-3309.

Indecision - Fri.. Oct. 5 at the Back Room.

Great Luck Alpha Phi! Love. ASA.
AEA, nKO. W»E - Thanks tor such a
Pier Bobys - Have a great week! Love. Your

grand time at Foxfield! We had a blast. Love.

Chi Sister.

OX.

Pmnemup Lupd! We love you. Guess who?
f KE Brothers - Thank the Little Sisters tor
an awesome spaghetti dinner. Good luck on

ALA Welcomes Back Their Alumni - Irs
great lo see you again!
Custom
Resumes

Pictures

ZTA's tola Pledge Class - Welcome
aboard! We love you! Love, The Sisters.

Baby Violets - Keep up the good job. We
lovoyoutni

Hade
Computer
Produced
By IABC/JMU. CaH Brian at

432-0029.7 - 9 pm, Monday • Friday.

Java Hut Coffee House
Fit, Oct. 5,8 pm
at the Wesley Foundation
690 S. Mason St.
Alumni performers & open stage

Free! 7 week old kitten needs a loving home.
Congratulations

To The These

Pledge

Star Ciitetniiio* - Typing service Resumes,
term papers, lextoooks. theses. Ask for Linda,

Class ol 4>xe - Sophie Kelly. Danny Riddle,
Cesar CarvajoL Laurie Jacobs. Chisa Hmo.
Melanie Papiemiak, Keith Payne. Tim
Preston. Lori Yanek. Michelle Endkck, Dana
Golf, Jenm Bowers. Stacy Warren. Shety
Mabe. Bily Jacques. Ken Morge, Margaret
Foeckmg. Judy Satterlield, Michelle Stone.

4323999.

Kevin Robertson.

Terrftc Typist - Fast ft accurate service
Near JMU. 434-4332

Rush. Love. The Brothers.

564-1160
Matthew - Convergent boundaries' Thanks
tor al the great times. Y.A AOC.
EAE - A belated lhanks lor an incredible
happy hour! £K

Everything
ZXE Slaters - We're psyched to be your
Baby Volets! Love. The Pledge Class!
i

WANTED

SNA -Happy one week! Love. Spuds

Use A Cindy - Thanks lor everything! We
love you! Love. The Baby Violets! 4

Al

EN!

Tonight! BYOB (No

glass) $2*3 at door
AXA - Your AT coaches think you are

■at— Geres - Heeo Irom your secret

awesome!

A oxi Big Brothers.
2 Males Needed - Roomfs) to rent for
remainder of school year. Shared utitties
Forest His towrmouses. Ctose to campus.
Cal (703)743-7639.
Help! Does your dog need a playmate white
you're at class? rl "rent" your yard lor my
puppy. Cal Steph. 432-9581.
Would Uke To Buy Used Mountain Bfee Jeremy. x5886.

nKO -Get psyched tor Anchorsplash. Love,
Lori; Tricia. Christy
A Night to White Sutohur Springs, West
Wfam Go rakers.

Look For A£A'a Topless Car Wash - Sat.
AT Coaches Love K£ - The CatMac of
Iratemities.

_^_

Oct. 13 at JM*. Al proceeds go to Angela
Justis1 mother tor a He saving operation.

The Fat Man Walts Alone - LB W* al miss

y»-

;

WM someone PLEASE return the camera
they picked up at nK<t>'s brother date la

Trad, Maura ft Denis* Love The Most

Congratulations To The ITXE Alpha Pledge

Wanted Team' on campus. Get psyched KX!

Class! Love, The Brothers!

Friday al Belle Meade to Ken Kser. it's
Canon Sure Shot Supreme

Faith

2 Kittens - 8 weeks old. 1 ternate. 1 male.
Healthy ft tree! Would prefer not to separate

Wine

rtoeoway

- Good

luck with

Ms.

Madison! Love. I1EE Brothers!

i - Thanks tor the laughs The guts in
Price

them Cal 433-5992.
Protectten Plus - Sold white German
shepherd pups. AKC registered, shots ft
dewormed. Call 434-0472

HELP WANTED
Raise A Thousand In A Week - The
lundraser that's working on 1800 college
campuses! Your campus group can earn up
to $1,000 in just 1 week. No investment
needed. Be first on your campus. A tree girt
lust for calling. Cal now (800)765 8472 ex.
90.
.
'
T
Earn $2,500 t Free Spring Break Trips - To
Bahamas, Jamaica as part-time campus rap.
lor Spring Break Travel. (800)638-6786
Spring Break 1991 - Individual or student
organization needed to promote spring break
trp Earn money, free trips ft valuable work
experience.
Call
now!
Inter-Campus
Programs, (800)327-6013.
Overseas Jobs - $900 - 2,000/Mo. Summer.
year round. All countries, al fields. Free info
Write IX. P.O. Box 52-VA04. Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625

College Republicans - JMU's best party!
Meetings Mondays. 8:30 pm, Room C, WCC.

Watch Out! Carol Stax is back ft better than

Adoption - Our children are pnorly. We have
graduate degrees. Financially secure. Legal.
Confidential.
Call
Carol
ft
Peter.
(703)684-2979.
Yearbook Picture* - Seniors sign up now al
the Info. Desk. WCC to get your senior
portrait made. Pictures will be taken Oct. 15 26 in Room 216 of the Anthony Seeger Media
Center between 10 am ft 6 pm.

743-4159.
Attention
interested
433-5332.

- Any Orthodox
in getting together

Christians
cal Dan.

In Earnest" Magazine - Is now accepting
submissions of poetry, fiction ft essays in
P.O. Box 4177. Deadline Oct. 19.
It's A Frisbee Fling - Ask an AXQ to
understand Oct. 14 on Hillside Field to benolit
Easier Seals.
Seen Duntop - Congratulations on rtfcC

Karate Lessons - Monday ft Wednesday, 7 9:30 pm. Godwin Hall Wrestling Room. JMU
Martial Art Club. Open to all ranks ft styles.
Only a few openings left. Cal 434-8824 or
slop by.
JMU Ski OkJb Party At Mekose - Contact
Bil, x5766 or Heather. 564-1667 lor more mlo
ft tickets
Seen - You're an awesome Inend. Smile, i

L<K>TfrF9V)NP

Welcome Back Students - Shenandoah
River Outfitters, Luray, Va. will give students
25%
discount
with
reservations.
Call

toveya.D
K AP - Let's make it 2 years in a row.

Pledging! Love, Your Big Brother!
Hey Oxenmoron! You big boogatoo. Love,
Tripe.
1315-0 CC ft Gang - Thanks for Saturday
night. You guys are the greatest! Sarah
Thenks Kevin! You're an awesome rel. Love,
Madison Women's Rugby.
Study Group on "Rosdent Aliens. Lite in the
Christian Colony' when explores the 'alien'
status of Christianity in contemporary cukure.
For students, faculty, staff Organizational
meeting Tues. Oct. 9. 5 pm, Wesley
Foundation,
United
Methodist
Campus

Lost - Lades gold Arrmron wrstwatch lost
on Ouad Call Calhy. x4020

Women's Ruggers Handle Leather Bills!
Let's draw blood this weekend

Bulova Watch Lost - ki or around JMs
Given to me Dy deceased talher. Wiling to
negotiate price Sentimental value greater
than mtnnisic value Please call David,
432 0544 Means very much

Help Save A Lie! JMs Thurs., Oct. 4. Al
proceeds go to cancer patient m dire need ol
bone marrow transplant

Who Is Carol Stax? Enquiring minds want to

A«J> - Welcome lo JMU. Have a lantastic

AKA - We had a blast 'rock n' round the

year' ZK

dock'. Thanksl IK

Ministry.

SERVICES
Typing done in my home. Call 432-1975.
Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Toth.
-629-4084. 5 minutes south otHarrisonbufj. •

Forget Your Dollar Last Thursday? Come

know

Congratulations To Th* TOE Alpha Pledge

Samuel Beckett - Experimental Theatre

Heather (MPC) - Sorry about the concert
Maybe next tme. I LOVE YOU. MGPOTT

•Whars Happening' Something Is Taking Its
Course." A must see larce thing. Oct. 3 -7
Friday Night - AXP presents Toast and
Rick - Its been 4 years now ft my love grows
tor you every day. Lite began for me with our
first kiss. Happy anniversary! I love you!

Jam. Classic Rock. BYOB.

Donnita.

JMU Ski Dub Party At Melrose
Friday, October 12,9 pm -1 am
Transportation provided
Members free, non-members $3
Tickets sold only in advance!
(Call Bill, X5766 & Heather, 564-1667]

_^_^_

In Earnest" - Awards cash prizes lor
Toems, liction ft essays. Submit your work
before Oct. 19 to P.O. Box 4177.

Now Open
Guitar Building & Repair
Chuck DeHart, Luthier
P.O. Box 71. Mt. Sidney, Va.
Dial 1-703-248-0921

'. *RS
Catch a ride safely. Friday A
is. .'day nights 11 pm 3 am. Now running
Cal 433 CARS.
College Republicans - JMU's best party!
Meetings Mondays. 6:30 pm. Room C. WCC.

\
Blond McHammer - Cant touch this! Love.
Karen

Desperately Seeking - Beautiful blonde
future attorney I me! Saturday night al
Hunters Ridge. I never got your name. I owe
you a quiet dinner! CaH Phil, 433-3444.

Congratulations To The HUE Alpha Pledge
Class! Love. The Brothers!
George - Happy birthday Big Brother! Love,
-- LillleSis

Stum MossM - You'll lind oul who I am
Ki - Are you ready lo get wel with us' AT"

tonne! Love. Your ATBigSis.
Michelle Ruark - Happy birthday on Friday"
Glad you decided to come to JMU Party hard
ft WERDYBAB too! Rachel.
Kak - Now we can start a "party injures" club!
Hope you're back soon as my guilar
accompaniment! Robyn

Gerard - I love you more than words can say
Please say you need me like you have so
many limes belore. I need you. Rich
Spike - I'm so glad I took the chance ft told
Moose This has been a wonderlul year" I love
you"

KAP - Get ready lo win Anchorsplash Love.

IABC/JMU Free Car Wash - Sun . Oct. 7. 9
am 2 cm. Mr Gain's parking lot Donations

Your AT" Coaches

accepted

Good Luck - Lynn & Tammy with
Madison Dance buddies<

Ms

Help Save A LMe! JMs Thurs.. Ocl 4. All
proceeds go to cancer patient m dire need o!
Done marrow transotar:

lo ZMA tonight lor trrose late night munchies
12:30-2:30 am

Class1 Love, The Brother!

AXA - Make us proud. Anchorspiasn 1990

Everything Al EN! Tonight" 3Y03 (no glass)

Kirsten Hawley - Congratulations on yojr
Ms. Madison nomination Great luck on

Mike Houston - Good luck w«h stepping1

$2'«3-atdoo',

SAtfrday Wre-sofraud 61 ydu'LWe.

Love. YouiTTi.nB6rfhe'-v

'L-otrfYoarArCoacHes/

' * * "

i

. .

.....

AKA

+ -
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DOMINO'S DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY

CLOCK BUSTERS
You save money no matter
what time you call.!

Older a large one-item pizza on
Mondays between 7PM-9PM and the
time you call is the price you pay !*

lax included in all
Clock Busters price.

Additional toppings only $1.35 each.

\un\isnvi
Ltls Make A Deal

Two Medium One-Topping Pizzas
Plus Four 16 oz. CoahCoh*

FORTIMELY
SAVINGS!

We Accept Competitor's
Coupons at Face Value!
On Tuesdays only, wen" accept all paa compeoior's
coupons at full (act valor lot lumparahle or larger
Domano's przja Limit one coupon to be used per ordri

IHlRSD.tt

$12.99 <*.->
«xi go your choice of one toppeng. plus 100% REAL
cheese, on Two Domino's original crust pizzas and lour
16 K bottas of coU Ca»C^*caBsk 01 DM
Coke* lor oWy 112.99, plus uu'

Si \l>tt

IKIDtt
ftpprroni Pizza Feast

--

Fantastic Meal Deal

Try Something New/

$7.99 *'m

Domino's MeatZZa Pizza Feast

tou gel Douno's Buttery Tasting Pan Pizza Crust, double
100% REAL Cheese, plus your choice of one topping
andiwoKio: Botlles<ifcoldC««-C<)la» W<*uy$7W.
pluslai!

Generous portions of pepperom. bacon, sausage, ham.
&i double 100% Real Cheese

* a special pnee!

Medium Pepperoni Pizza

Pepperoni Pizza Feast
$8.15 Medium
$11.00 large

for $2.00(pk.u»i
When You Buy Any Large
One-Topping or More Pizza.

Loaded with extra pepperoni and lots of 100% REAL
Cheese ai a special price'

No coupon needed to redeem dairy specials which are not good m ranfuriction with any other
coupon oners, or specials Customer must pay sates Ons where applicable Delivery areas

Get a Medium Pepperoni Pizza for $2 00. plus tax. when
you purchase any Large Pizza wi m your choice of one
or more loppings

homed to ensure salt dnvmg Our dnvers carry less Iran J20 00. and are never penalized lor
late dekvenes V9M at participating Domino's tor a tanned tune only

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA."
Domino's Pizza and our Shenandoah Valley employees are dedicated to providing safe, quick delivery, and a delicious tasting pizza, every time you
order.. .Wfe'll guarantee it! If you are not completely satisfied with your pizza just let us know and we'll gladly replace it free of charge or refund the
purchase price. If you have any concerns with your order just call local store manager.
•»^.

To Order Call
31 Miller Circle
22 Tern Drive

433-2300

^

_

$1
50
Off!"
Domino's Favorite Pizza Feast!

nnminn'*; Fflvnrirp PI7TJI FPJKH

Please present this coupon to receive $1.50 off any Deluxe, MeatZZa, Pepperoni,
Garden, or ExtravaganZZa* Pizza Feast!

• <

Not valid after 10/14/90
Or* coupon ptf o«d«r VM It partiopalmg stores only hot vaM with any othei oUtr PnoM
may»ary Cu«om« wys satrs tan wttare appftcaole Ot»ivfry areas iimtlM to ensure sato Orrong
Our dnvors carry km man $20 00 Our drwsn ire not ptnaWtd for tats Mwn

433-3111

~WAny Pan Pizza
Tuioff!
with One-Topping or More.
Anv Pan P.77A with Onp.Tnnnii

Please present this coupon to receive $1.25 off any pan Pizza with one-topping
or more.

^f
*mm

m

Not valid after 10/14/90

W

One coupon per ordor Wd it parrtopabng sores onry Mot vibd witti any otnti ofltr Prices
mf, «ry Customr pays sa*es ta* urnere apphcaWe D**«f> areas bm*w to ansure sare dnvmp,
Our 0nMn cany Ms than CO 00 Our oreren an not ptnatvod lor Ma oWrearm

James Madeon Utivaay
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E
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As alumni are sure to remember,
there's always something to do on
the weekends at JMU. Whether it's
a football game, a movie, quality
time with friends, the bar scene or
the ever-popular party, this
Homecoming weekend is no
exception.
FRIDAY

UPB will offer the movie "Total
Recall"
starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 and
9:30 p.m. Tickets are $1.50 with
ID and $2 for the general public.
The annual Homecoming Step
Show, sponsored by the Black
Greek Caucus, features a
synchronized stepping competition
and exhibition in the Convocation
Center from 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission is SS.
. A Homecoming dance from 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. follows in the PC
Ballroom. Disc jockey Frank Ski
will play the dance music. Tickets
are $4 in advance and $5 at the
door.
SATURDAY

The Alumni Band will meet in
the Shenandoah Room of Chandler
Hall at 7:30 a.m. for coffee and
check-in. Rehearsal starts at 8:30
a.m.
Several academic departments
will host pregame receptions for
alumni:
• The history department will
host its reception from 9:30 to 11
a.m. in the Jackson Hall lobby.
• The math and computer science
department reception will take
place from 9:30 to 11 a.m. in
Shenandoah Hall.
• The living sciences/home
economics department reception
will be from 10 to II a.m. in
Moody Hall's lounge.
• A luncheon and open house for
the geology and geography
departments will be from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in Miller Hall.
• The nursing department will
hold a brunch from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Spots wood Country
Club.
WXJM, JMlTs first FM student
radio station, will host an open
house at 11 a.m. in its studios in
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
A pregame festival will be held
at Godwin Field from 10 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. The field will be divided
by tents for returning alumni to
share memories, food and
entertainment.
Reunions for the classes of
1970, 1975, 1980 and 1985 wUI

beheld during the festival.
Student Ambassador alumni,
regional alumni, the Black
Alumni Chapter, campus cadets
and the Department of Sociology
and Anthropology will host tent
parties on Godwin field.
Tent parties begin at 11 a.m. for
music alumni and the Alumni
Band. Hanson lawn also has been
reserved for picnics with early
parking spots available near
Godwin field. Delta Sigma Pi will
meet there from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. for a tailgate party.
Alumni of the College of
Business and the College of
Education will meet at 11:30 a.m.
on Godwin field for a reception.
The JMU men's soccer team
will battle George Mason at noon
on the field behind X-lot.
The Homecoming football
game, JMU vs. Northeastern
University, will begin at 1:30
p.m. Admission is S10 for the
general public.
Halftime activities will include
the crowning of Ms. Madison, the
JMU Marching Royal Dukes and
the JMU Alumni Band.
Several receptions follow the
game:
• The President's Reception,
with guests the reunion classes of
1970, 197S, 1980, and 1985 as
special guests, will be in the
Shenandoah Room of Chandler
Hall. All alumni are welcome to
this cocktail reception from 4:30
p.m. to 7 p.m.
• ROTC alumni will meet at the
Days Inn from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
• The Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
alumni reception will take at 4:30
p.m. in the Music Building.
•
The
communication
department reception will take
place from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger, Room 12.
• The reception for alumni of the
chemistry department will be at
the Spotswood Country Club
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
UPB will present the
Homecoming concert with Joe
Piscopo and the Romantics at 8
p.m. at the Convocation Center.
Tickets are $10 with ID and
$13.50 for the general public and
students who purchase them on
the day of the show.
Cabaret, a dance hosted by the
Black Student Alliance, will take
place from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in
the PC Ballroom. It features
music by the band. Standing
Room Only. Tickets are $8 in
advance and $10 at the door.
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Teachers recall homecomings
Christy Murnfotd
special edition editor
Homecoming at JMU. What images
does the term conjure? Football? Fall?
Colored leaves along the Blue Ridge?
Hordes of alumni tailgating?
Maybe so for today's students, but
for some JMU faculty members, the
word "homecoming" conjures up very
different images of times past.
Sports
Margaret Horn, assistant professor of
physical education, says Homecoming
brings on thoughts of field hockey, not
football. "In the fall, men just had
golf. The big thing was women's field
hockey," she says.
Jane Kruger, associate professor of
physical education, says she was
involved in a most unusual event. "I
used to be the director of the Porpoise
Club,'" she says. "It was synchronized
swimming! We always had a show for
the parents at Homecoming. It was a
real big hit, a very colorful and
exciting show. We started the shows as
soon as we got into Godwin," she
says.
"We had lots of game-type
activities," she says. "We would have
lots of rec sports available, like
volleyball, and we'd post fliers up in
the dorms to let people know what was
going on.
"And we always had a hockey game
in the afternoons,'' Kruger says.
Dr. Caroline Marshall, professor of
history, not only has taught at
Madison since 1965 — she also
graduated from JMU in 1960. Her
memories of Homecoming activities
also include girl's sporting activities.
"We didn't have boys' sports — we
didn't have boys! We had lots of sports
for girls," she says.
All of that changed with the
institution of football in 1972.
Dr. Helen Poindexter, professor of
English, says the first football game
was a very big deal on campus.
"Before, we didn't have a stadium, no
astroturf. After football was instituted
— well, you can just imagine!"
Challace McMillin, the first football
coach at JMU and now an assistant
professor of physical education, says
he doesn't have many memories of
Homecoming as an event because he
was so wrapped up in preparations for
the games. "During the early years,
like from 1972 to 1975, football was a
big aspect of Homecoming events," he
says. "Lots of things centered around
the football game," he says.
"The biggest change is that
Homecoming has gotten bigger. When
I got here there were only about 3,000
students. As I remember Homecoming,
I notice the increase with more parents

C. DOUGLAS SMTH/THE BREEZE

Dr. Caroline Marshall, professor of history, is not only a long-time JMU
faculty member — she graduated from Madison College in 1960.
coming in and more alumni. And the
number of males here has increased so
much — there are so many more
sporting activities.
"You just notice the larger crowds as
they years have gone on," he says.
May Day and Founder's Day
Before homecoming was instituted at
JMU, Marshall says everything
centered around May Day and Founder's
Day, both held in the spring. "We
didn't have a formal Homecoming," he
says. "Everything we did centered
around May Day and Founder's Day.
We never called anything
'Homecoming.'
"Founder's Day was in March — it's
a celebration of the granting of money
to build the school in 1908. That was
very important, and the alumnae were
in charge of it.
"Very ancient people came back for
Founder's Day. I was on the alumnae
board and I was put in charge of
'Madison's First Daughter,' a little old
lady from the very ancient past,"
Marshall says.
"We were good to these people —
not on the basis of how much money
they might contribute but because of

some memory of the past which 1
think has faded now. I would never
have dreamed of not hosting her,"
Marshall says.
Another spring celebration at
Madison College was May Day.
Poindexter remembers this bygone
tradition. "When I started, we even had
a maypole dance," she says. "We'd
have the maypole with long ribbons
around ii.
"I'm glad we're past the maypole,"
she says.
Marshall feels more favorable
towards May Day. "May Day was a
giant Virginia festival. It's descended
from a medieval holiday involving
spring and the Virgin Mary. It was a
very popular holiday in England and in
Virginia.
"We had a May Queen and her court,
and we had the maypole dance. We
danced around the pole winding
streamers," she says.
Marshall feels these traditions are
missed by the alumnae of Madison
College. "Now we don't have May
Day," she says. "It's the image of the
old order of the girls' school."

Social Life
Kruger remembers Homecoming as
an event designed for socializing with
' old friends. "It was mostly a weekend
of socializing with people you went to
school with. As a young professor,
students would come to my office and
we'd get together and have a social.
"We'd go to Doc's Tea Room; now
it's JM's," she says. "We had
milkshakes and hamburgers then. We
knew everything going on and just
about everybody on campus. Now they
give tours of the campus — back then,
it only took five minutes to see the
whole thing.
"The biggest difference to me is it's
become totally organized where before
it was a social thing," she says.
Most of the teachers agree seeing
former students is a big part of
Homecoming for them.
Dr. John Wood, professor of history,
has enjoyed seeing the changes in his
former students. "Sometimes students
who were here and got so much relish
representing
the
radical
non-establishment now have jobs at
IBM — it's sort of interesting to see
those transitions," he says.
Kruger agrees. "Having students
come back and finding out what
they've been doing in physical
education has been exciting for me. It's
been very rewarding to me as a
professor," she says.
Dr. Kent Moore, professor of
physics and education, recalls the
Homecoming dances of years past. "I
remember going to a few dances that
were very formal — the faculty as well
as the students usually wore tuxedos.
"A number of young men from VPI
and VMI would come in their military
attire as escorts," he says. "And the
music was much more sedate."
Parades???
There is some confusion among
the faculty interviewed over whether or
not Madison College had any type of
Homecoming parades.
"I don't think there were parades — I
don't remember any," Horn says.
"The departments used to have floats
in the parades," Wood says.
"There were no parades when 1 was a
student," Marshall says. "I think the
first parades started with Dr. Carrier —
they started around the football game."
Home sweet home
No matter how much traditions of
Homecoming have changed at JMU,
it's still home to Marshall.
"There are times when I'm walking
around and I think, 'Do I live here?'
Things seem so unfamiliar," she says.
"Then there are times when I'm
walking down the quad and it all looks
the same."
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Carrier reflects on his past Homecomings
LJsaCrabbs

special edition editor
During his 19 years as JMU president. Dr. Ronald
Carrier has seen many Homecoming traditions come
and go, but some have stood the test of time.
"Homecomings prior to 1971 were held in the
spring because JMU did not have a football team or a
marching band," Carrier said. "But when JMU began
a football team in 1972, we started having
Homecoming in the fall."
JMU used to have two Homecomings every year,
one in the fall and one in the spring.

would lead the parade through the city and into the
stadium. The Ms. Madison court would come into the
field on convertibles."
Carrier said he would like those traditions
reinstated.
A homecoming dance for alumni used to be held in
the Warren Campus Center, he said. "I would give
out awards to the outstanding alumni at that time."
The selection of a homecoming queen was "a big
tradition when I first came here," he said. "But the
title was changed to Ms. Madison because of the
negative connotations that were associated with it at
the time.

"The fall Homecoming was for the students who
were recent graduates, and the spring one was for
those who were not accustomed to football games,"
he said. "That tradition was discontinued a few years
ago, although we still have sort of a Homecoming in
the spring called the Bluestone Society."
In May, classes that graduated 50 years ago come
back to join the Bluestone Society, Carrier said.
"Most classes still have a reunion in the spring
because it is a more relaxed time for alumni.
"The hill next to the stadium used to be very
popular, but last year we had to discontinue that
tradition for safety reasons," Carrier said. "Gathering
there was a great tradition for students.
"We used to have a Homecoming parade with four
or five high school bands and many floats from
school organizations," he said. "JMU's marching band

"Homecoming is a wonderful time to go back and
see friends you haven't seen for years," he said. "It is
wonderful to experience the excitement of young
people on campus and to see the changes that have
taken place.
"The weekend is a great opportunity to get involved
again
in a school that meant a great deal to you," he
PHOTO COURTESY OF 1971 BLUESTONE
said. "Once you have been a part of this student body,
JMU President Ronald Carrier and his wife Edith at his you will never be the same because you will always
1971 presidential inauguration.
be a part of it."
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"At one time we also had a Mr. Madison," Carrier
said. "And we had a male run for Ms. Madison, too.
Then, we had the Madison Man, who would run
through the crowds in a cape costume.
"Mrs. Carrier and I have parties at our house during
Homecoming," he said. "Last year someone stole our
flag with the bulldog on it while we were at the
game. So someone is enjoying our JMU bulldog
flag."
But as old traditions leave JMU, new ones are
forming with each year.
"This year, our house will have receptions for the
alumni and the Board of Visitors," he said. "That is a
new tradition we enjoy because it is wonderful to see
them, especially the ones who have graduated while
I've been here.
"I don't see as much drinking now as there used to
be," Carrier said. "There seems to be more fellowship
and involvement in activities."
JMU's colleges, departments, alumni chapters and
student groups will have tents on Godwin Field. "I
would like to see that become a tradition," he said.
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Dukes to meet Huskies lor Homecoming
stqffwriter

»*Sk*^

Nestled between tailgate parties,
reunions and shows is a gridiron clash
at JMU Stadium tomorrow. With a
aw -offense and a new opponent,
alumni may find Homecoming
involves football after all.
"When you're having a great season
the team becomes maybe paramount,
and when you're not, they focus more
on the social side of things," JMU
football coach Joe Purzycki said earlier
this week. "AH I'm concerned about is
getting this team to the point where it
can play games that are significant and
people want to come to make the
contest itself paramount.
"To be able to do that we just have
to try to win a football game. We have
to get into the win column," he said.
The Dukes, 2-2, dropped their first
two games — against Liberty
University and Virginia Military
Institute — but in the past two weeks
have pummeled the University of
Richmond and NewberryToIlege.
"Homecoming means a lot to us,"
said JMU senior defensive tackle
Jermel Harris. "A lot of veterans come
back, and it just comes earlier this
year. Our preparation is still the same,
but you just have a little special
feeling this week."
This year is the earliest
Homecoming has been since 1983,
when JMU beat Davidson 50-0 on Oct.
1. JMU is 2-3 in Homecoming games
under Purzycki — beating Georgia
Southern 21-6 in 1985, losing to
Appalachian State 21-20 in 1986 and
in 1987 topping Towson Slate 21-19
before falling to the Georgia Southern
the past two years.

Last year, the Dukes led Georgia
1990 schedule. But after contracting
Southern 21-6 in the* second quarter,
Newberry and then the measles
but 30 unanswered points gave the
problem in Boston, JMU wound up
Eagles another win en route to an
with two more home games this
undefeated season and a third Division
season.
I-AA national crown. The Eagles beat
"When we didn't play Northeastern,
JMU 27-13 two years ago in
they said they would be happy to come
Harrisonburg.
»
here this year, so we said fine," Ehlers
said. Northeastern paid for the expenses
Northeastern, tomorrow's opponent,
related to cancellation last year, which
hasn't beaten the Dukes since 1984
when they wo* 9-6 at JMU's ~EM«rs estimated were between
Homecoming. The Dukes won all
$5,000-$6,000.
As for the game itself, Ehlers
three games against the Huskies from
questions what role football plays this
1986*88, but last year's game was
weekend.
canceled because of an outbreak of
"I would like to convince myself that
measles at Northeastern.
the football game is a big part of that,
Originally, JMU was to travel to
but I don't think that's really happened
Northeastern this weekend, according
to this point," Ehlers said. "I think
to JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers.
The Dukes had four home games on its - that our alums really come back to

visit with their old friends and to see
the university and to remember their
golden years while they were here.
"I wish they were clamoring to gel
into the stadium, and 1 still believe
that's going to happen someday.
"But I think" in our present day that
is not true and we need them to be in
there," he said. "I think Iheir buying
tickets and supporting our program
helps the team and toelps the athletic
program because we've got to generate
additional revenues."
JMU began the season hoping the
wide open Multi-bone offense, a
combination of run-and-shoot, option
and wishbone, implemented by new
offensive coordinator Tony DeMeo,
would be a quick-fix. But only in the
past two games has the system been
working, due in large part to the
alternating playing time of
quarterbacks Eriq Williams and Tom
Green.
Williams leads the Dukes in rushing
(259 yards) and passing (456 yards). In
four games, the red shin sophomore has
a 47 percent completion rate, averaging
21.7 yards per completion. Green, a
junior transfer, ran for 45 yards and
passed for 64 against the Spiders, and
against Newberry he led the Dukes on
the ground with 75 yards and threw for
40 yards.
"We don't think in terms of having
to win any one game," Purzycki said.
"What we do think in terms of all the
time is having to play every game like
it's our last game and having to play at
a high emotional level."
The Dukes offensive line is
experiencing a Homecoming all its
own this weekend. After injuries in
FOOTBALL page 7
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The JMU football team practices in Godwin Field before their big Homecoming game against the Northeastern Huskies.
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Football

CONTINUED from page 7

each week of the season, JMU was
able to get young players experience
against Newberry. Tackle Eric
Baumgartner returns after suffering a
sprained foot, but center Chris
Schellhammer, who has a fractured
fibula, is still out. Tackles D.R.
Carlson and Brian Rees join guards
Eric Baylor and Chris Thurman and
center Doug Murphy on the line.
"It's encouraging that we're close to
having, sans Schellhammer, our whole
first team back and that's important for
us," Pur/.ycki said.
Defensively, the Dukes arc led by
inside linebacker Shannon Vissman,
who has 38 tackles, 18 unassisted.
JMU captain and free safety Eupton
Jackson is second with 36, 25
unassisted, followed by linebackers
Tracy Harrod, 27, and Roger Waters,
24.
Purzycki, who is 31-26-2 in six
years at JMU, had his contract renewed
for two more years after last season's
5-4-1 finish. He has played visitor at
quite a few Homecomings in his
tenure, including VMI three weeks ago
and a 24-20 win at Navy last season.
When the Dukes' travel to Navy and
Georgia Southern this year, they will
be the Homecoming guests.
"I've never been big on Homecoming
altering events much," Purzycki said.
"I like the fact that you get a chance to
have a lot of people come back and see
your football team and maybe
showcase it. You'd like to play well in
front of alumni."
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A close look at the Northeastern Huskies
John R. Crgjg

staffwriter

Northeastern Huskies
Location: Boston, Mass.
Enrollment: 15,500
Conference: NCAA Division I-AA Independent

1989 Record: 3-7
1990 Record: 1-3
Head Coach: Paul Pawlak
Pawlak's Record: 35-60-1 in 11 years at NU;
49-78-1 in 13 career years
Last Week: Beat Lock Haven 52-6
Series Record: JMU leads 3-1
Offense: Multiple
Defense: Multiple
Last season Northeastern was slated to play their
final game at JMU Stadium, but an outbreak of
measles at the Boston campus halted the Dukes'
final game plans, which included honoring 13
seniors.
JMU finished 5-4-1 while Northeastern ended 3-7.
"We were told on three different occasions during
the course of the week that the game was on," JMU
head coach Joe Purzycki said. "So emotionally our
seniors were getting ready to play and it was a tough
thing for us."
Northeastern canceled the match up with JMU
because about 20 players and three coaches either had
the measles or were not inoculated and were
quarantined to campus until Thanksgiving. JMU
Athletic Director Dean Ehlers did not entertain the

idea of having his team travel to Boston to play.
"If people don't want to" come, how do you make
them come?" Ehlers said. "I think [the Dukes] felt
like it was a chance to finish the season on a higher
note."
Throughout the final practice week, the Dukes had
final game-week ceremonies honoring the seniors in
the back of their minds. The game was canceled
November 16, 1989, two days before the game was
to be played.
"If they beat Northeastern that gets them back on
track, but also it gives them a chance to avenge
what happened last year," 1989 Dukes' captain
Darryl Thompson said this week. "For 13 seniors —
including myself — that will make their college
careers complete because you always remember your
first and your last game. We never had that last
game."
As for this year, both teams scored 52 points last
week against less-than-equal opponents. JMU
crushed NAIA Newberry College 52-7 while the
Huskies pounded Division II Lock Haven 52-6. It
was Northeastern's, now 1-3, first win of the year,
while the Dukes evened their mark at 2-2.
"They're going to come down here and play hard,"
Purzycki said of Northeastern. "They're certainly in
need of a win and so I don't think [the cancellation]
has a major affect, but it certainly has a sentimental
affect."
Purzycki describes Northeastern as a "big, physical
team." The Huskies' multiple offense will gear their
attack to the right side behind guard Glen Coletti, a
6-foot-2, 280-pound junior, and tackle John

Douzepis, a 6-foot-3,290-pound freshman.
The Huskies have diversified their attack this
season. In four games they've thrown 86 times,
compared to 1989 when they threw just 67 times in
10 games.
Calling the signals is redshirt freshman Garvey
Mclntosh, who stepped in against Harvard two
weeks ago. He replaces Dan Daponde, Northeastern's
leading rusher and scorer, who had 521 yards and 32
points a year ago. Daponde is second on the team in
rushing with 111 yards, but he's completed just
seven of 34 for 101 yards and five interceptions.
Mclntosh, the brother of Navy back up Gary
Mclntosh, has rushed for 56 yards this year and
thrown 51 times — completing 30 — for 348 yards,
one touchdown and one interception. Mclntosh
played halfback in spring practice before being
moved to quarterback this fall.
Last week, the Huskies compiled 526 yards of
total offense while allowing Lock Haven 208 yards.
Mclntosh completed 13 of 20 passes for 176 yards
and a touchdown. He ran six times for 34 yards.
Fullback Miles McLean, a true freshman, ran 18
times for 68 yards and two touchdowns against Lock
Haven. McLean played linebacker in high school and
hadn't previously played fullback. Calvin Johnson is
the Huskies' leading ball carrier. At fullback and
halfback, the 6-foot, 185-pound junior has rushed 38
times for 144 yards.
Northeastern averages 162 yards per game rushing
and 115 passing while the Dukes' defense is
allowing opponents 152 yards rushing and 119 yards
passing.

The Columbia Bugaboo
3 in 1 Jacket For Men & Women

m race-

zip out fleece liner
radial sleeve
adjustable velcro cuffs
two front zipper-closed
security pockets
lots of colors
Hurry for Best Selection!

EXCELLENT CHINESE FOOD

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

We Are Taking Reservations for
Parents' Weekend and
Homecoming

legal Beverages
Carry-Out
Luncheon Buffet
Sunday Buffet

Banquet Room
Szechuan Cuisine
Cantonese Cuisine

W
1588 S MAIN ST.
FOR DELIVERY,
HARRISONBURG, VA
PHONE 434-3003
FOR RESERVATIONS, & WELL WOK-N-ROLL
PHONE 434-4653
TO YOU!

OUTDOOR MM ANO E0WMEMT

1544 E. Market St.
434-7234

Compare Our Prirp
Britches Price $119.00
Camp moor Price $119.00
Wilderness Voyagers
Price $99.00
Falmouth Jacket only $49.95
On the Access to the
Sheraton Inn
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elcome Old
Friends!

j We may not be jto&Tgge£t,

BUT W^RE THE NICEST!

I HUG^lES PHARMACV, INC.
Your pharmacy Away From %Jome
charges ajlcepjed

RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN

1020 S. Main St. (Besides JM's)

J

#i«i«^»^»#.^«.*-*»**.*-***i*»*i«.*»*.*.»-».*-*.**-«'-^-*-*-*.*-*»*^«^*^^_f«

James McHone

H

Jewelry
!
I
I
»
I
I

Sterling Jewelry
\
Antique Diamond I
Settings
JKestorations
GOLDSMITH LOCATED ON PREMISES
Gold Chains and Rings
King Sizing
Cjustom Designs

75 South Court Square

Harrisonburg, VA

(703) 433-1833^

Deli •Gourmet Foods • Gift Baskets
All Legal Beverages
Catering Service • 434-7647

Take oJpQrTers

60 WEST WATER ST. • HAKRISONBI k(., VIRGINIA

Bring Your Gang to Visit Our Gang!
Hours: 8:30AM 'til 1AM
Come and Enjoy Our New Rear Deck.

Go Dukes!!
t—
=1

II

Open until 6:00 p.m. Friday, October 5
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Homecoming Saturday

r~m,

Itey off sel^CtZ&cL clotJ%£irL£r
J Note cards $0.75 (reg. $1.25)
Storage boxes $3.89 (reg. $499)
/Klumni hats, sweatshirts; deQaiSj buttons,
selection ofJTiiXJgWissware arid mugs
Royal Dukes
cassettes $5.00
10-00
9S golf halls $14.95 tees $1.49
club covers $22.95

Register for drawing for FREE GIFTS/.'.'

in i ar* »iv/n/*i_ 01

"^

v
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Boomtown: Harrisonburg grows with JMU
KtfaBn Richer
steffwriter
Harrisonburg has gone through just as many
changes as JMU in the last year, and alumni returning
for Homecoming may be surprised.
Taylor Howell, manager of the Virginia
Employment Commission, believes JMU helps the
economy without harming the employment rate.
"It all seems to balance out," he said. "Teachers go
back to work in the fall and students leave jobs to
return to classes."
One of the biggest projects the city completed in
conjunction with JMU this year was Kids Castle.
Kids Castle, a 15,000-square-fooi playground
located in Purcell Park, was built by volunteers from
the city and JMU in April.
The idea came from a group of parents called
Children at Heart. The parents raised $55,000 for the
playground, which was designed by area children.
Children at Heart then got more volunteers to help
build the playground. JMU students worked in shifts
to help complete the project in one week.
The city finished another important project this
year. Virginia Avenue, near Eastern Mennonite
College, was widened from two lanes to five.
"A lot of what we're doing is things like installing
traffic lights and paving roads," said Bob Sullivan,
the Harrisonburg city planner.
The city also is working on widening a mile and a
half of South High Street. The project runs right
beside Luigi's, an Italian restaurant frequented by
JMU students.

Harrisonburg and Rockingham County worked
together this year to finish the Rockingham
Memorial Regional Cancer Center.
The cancer center was completed in May and is
located on the bottom floor of the new building.
"We can treat about 95 percent of patients having
cancer," said Lou Emswiller, director of the center.
Currently, the center offers radiation therapy for
about 30 patients a day.

"JMU is one of the catalysts
that keeps the economy
running."
Marvin Milam
Harrisonburg City Manager
Harrisonburg also worked to expand its housing last
year.
Two apartment complexes were completed. The
Commons, located across the street from Ashby
Crossing, houses JMU students. The Greens of
Chestnut Ridge rents mostly to area families.
Olde Mill Village, which was completed last year,
expanded the number of units to house more students.
Harrisonburg, which had a population of 5,875 in
1920, has grown rapidly, especially in the last 10
years. The population in 1980 was 19,600. and by
1990 it has increased to 28,500.

"Communities' populations change over time,"
according to Jim Deskins, who works with the
housing authority. "Harrisonburg is predicted to
increase even more by the year 2000."
Deskins believes Interstate 81 and JMU are reasons
for the population growth.
"Transportation is the key to any city's growth," he
said. "JMU affects the margin, though."
JMU also has been an important factor in the
growth of the Harrisonburg economy.
"JMU is one of the catalysts that keeps the
economy running," said Marvin Milam, Harrisonburg
city manager.
Some examples of the impact of the school on the
community are fast food restaurants and student
housing apartments, according to Milam.
Harrisonburg offers a variety of fast food cuisine
like Mexican at Taco Bell, or Chinese at the China
Inn.
It even has a bagel shop, which opened over the
summer. Mr. J's New York Style Bagels and Deli,
located at 1635 Market Square East, offers a variety of
bagels and toppings.
For finer dining, there are newer restaurants like
Tully's, formally O'Toole's, or old favorites like
Pargo's and the Blue Stone Inn, located on Route 11
North.
Even though the population is increasing,
Harrisonburg has maintained a steady employment
rate.
The number of people employed in Harrisonburg
and the surrounding Rockingham counties has risen
from 47,185 in Aug. 1989 to 49,376 in Aug. 1990.

STUDENTS, ALUMNI, & FACULTY,
WE WELCOME YOU TO GREEN VALLEY'S
FALL FESTIVAL OF BOOKS

BOOK FAIR

Sat. Oct. «
Sun. Oct. ?

Sat tys
^
Su n d >s

i2S

m-;»rr
s •

Sat. Oct. 13
San. Oct. 14

Green Valley Book Barn, Book Gallery and Country Gallery ( over 27 OOO
sq. ft. of books). Located 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford, Va. 1-81 Exit 61
<£Ppr£x- 5,miles south of JMU). Turn east on Rt. 682. Go 1.5 miles to Rt'
681. Turn left one-half mile to sale. Signs Posted. Over 250,000 Books for
sale during the 4 days. New books all 4 days. Old books Oct. 13 and 14
only. For this sale we feature over 25,000 children's books, over 5 OOO
cookbooks, very large history selection, hundreds of literature titles, lots of
reference, sports, religion, boating, current best sellers, coffee table books
natural history, etc., etc., etc.! And best of all our books are discounted 60%
to 90% off retail price. Childrens (60% or more) adult (75% or more).
Selection and price~2 great reasons to visit the Book Fair! Try us
once—you'll come back again and again. Whether you are looking for a
Christmas present for that hard to buy for friend or a book you need to read
for class, you'll probably find it at the Book Fair. And you find it for less
than anywhere else!! Oct. 13-14. Our new books will be restocked, plus
we 11 have our "Old Book Bam" open with used, rare, and out-of-print books
tor sale. Watch the Breeze Oct. 8 and 11 for listing. Call 434-4260 (9-5)
for more info.

Record Fair October 20-21

CJ:
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Home In on the
Best Deals at Ace!
CD-Players
& Changers

Receivers
JVC RX222
35 watts per channel, remote., list 280
Onkyo TX800
35 watts per channel, remote. 20 presets, list 240
Onkyo TX840
60 watts per channel, remote, 6 inputs, list 680
JVC RXS01
65 watts channel, remote. 4 inputs, list 430
Onkyo TX870
100 watts per channel, remote, 6 inputs, list 680

$128\
$171
$288[
$371
$498\

JVC XLV05 Player
Dual D/A Converters. 2-way repeat, list 220
Onkyo DX1700 Player
8X Oversamplmg, remote compatible, list 300
JVC XLR202 Carousel Changer
5-disc capacity, remote compatible, list 250
Onkyo DXC310 Magazine Changer
6-disc capacity, remote compatible.

$128\
$188\
$198\
$348\

Speakers

Cassette
Decks
JVCTDX311 Single Deck
2 motor full transport, Dolby B/C, list 270

$158]
$158\
$168
$398

Onkyo TA2130 Single Deck
2 motor control. Accubias. Dolby B/C, list 260
JVC TDW330 Dubbing Deck
demo, list 270
Onkyo TAW470 Dubbing Deck
HiSpeed Dubbing, 3 Reverse Modes, list 500

Infinity SMI00
10" woofer, 1" dome tweeter, list 600 pr
Angstrom Radix 300
8" woofer, 25mm tweeter, list 555 pr
Infinity RS4001
8" woofer, 2" mid, 3/4" tweeter, list 538 pr
Polk Audio M1 OB
10" woofer. 2X6.5" mid. 1" tweeter, list 740 pr

^$298
$298
$348\
$398]

Musical Instruments, etc

[Car Stereo

Save Over 50% on Selected
Boss Pedals!
•Guitar or Bass Flanger

$168]
$198
$399
$138

Alpine 7167 Am/FM/Cassette Deck
18 presets, autoreverse. list 220
JVC KSR600 Pullout AM FM Cassette
4 channel power amp. autoreverse. list 280
JVC XLG3500 AM/FM/CD Deck
4X22 watts. 4X Oversampling. list 630
Bazooka Bass Tubes
5-inch & 6 1/2-inch. (6 1/2" $168)

list 155

Duke's Plaza

A\4r
,—y <W
f Jp-

Guitar Stands I
Starting at $26!
Keyboard Stands
starting at $39!

Video

South Main Street

-Appx. 2 miles-

i^T

Now $58

•Stereo Chorus
list 140
Now $68
•Bass Chorus
list 130
Now $38
•Guitar Multi-Efx Unit
list 395....,
Now $295
Huge Reductions on all Boss &
Ibanez Pedals in Stock!

Where We Are!

^
^^

Quasar VH5290 HQ VCR
155 Channel Tuner, list 350

JMU

Ace
Sale Prices Limited to Items in Stock!
Quantities Limited.
Several Items listed are Display Models.

Ml I^IO VN

$218

We carry TVs, VCRs & camcorders by
Mitsubishi, JVC, & Sharp!
Now In! 181-Channel Cable Tuners with
wireless remote!

$55
2990 s Main Harrjsonbur

'

9
43 722
ELECTRONICS " T™.

(DOf Pi

^^^^^m^mrmmm^mmr^^ . 13
BBMECOMNG
SPECIAL

,

Walking Distance from JMU

w

'*«.

l& MI|Q808 _ BehmdJtJ'sDeli _

Expires i<$MW\

SPECIAL
HOMECOMING
HOURS FOR
SATURDAY ONLY

11 oz. $1.99
32 oz. Coca-Cola $0.69
FR

%^.! .Dulfe* megaphone
(filled with Mister Chips
popcorn!) to the first 200
customers on Saturday!

'-■KA

BAGELS

k DELI

7a.m.-8 p.m.
See us after
the game!

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER

SATURD"AT"O"NLY
I
ROAST PRIME RIB OF S
'* BEEF BAGEL SANDWICH I
<fcA99
MEDIUM DRINK,

Present this coupon
and receive 15% off
any 'Watch at

Afcf

Henebry's

EXPIRES 10/13/90

TURKEY &
PROVOLONE
BAGEL SANDWICH
j§ WITH LETTUCE, I1
I"g TOMATO, MAYO, ¥
^MACARONI SALAD81
& MEDIUM DRINK

JeweCers

\ I

$2" $T«

&

EXPIRES 10/13/90

CURLY FRIES
& DESSERT

BUY 8
BAGELS
GET 4 j
3
FREE I
EXPIRES 10/13/90

/

/'

\

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
TAYLOR HAM & EGG ON A BAGEL
& COFFEE OR SMALL SODA

Tree Gift for opening
your own Henebry's

I Si "

Charge. Payments as lozu
as $30.00 per month.
L _

433-0285
VALLEY MALL

1 — —

■■■■■■

REG. $3"

I

EXPIRES 10/13/90

1635 E. MARKET STREET
(IN THE SHOPP.NC CENTER BETWEEN SHONEVS ANO PAHGOS)

Expires 10/14/90

|

360yninutes or 12 30-minute !
sessions only...^

Frito Lay Rilles 10 oz.
$109 (Save $0.90)
LG 7 oz. chips • buy one, get one
FREE (white quantities last)
UTZ Classic and Grandma UTZ

\

s

t

■-!?Jl.'

.

a

(703)564-0416

"'mi£flTS',^2 ^ 8 °° Pm (Speaai>- Sun ^ 00 am-1 30 pm

I

M,iwB«mHOMEC«mGEWTK>NTOW

14.

^\ashback
From May Queen
to Ms* Madison
For most JMU students, Homecoming means
returning alumni, parties, the football game and the
crowning of Ms. Madison.
As a representative of JMU, Ms. Madison must
have a combination of talent and involvement in
JMU. But she wasn't always crowned at
Homecoming, and she didn't even exist until the
mid-50s.
From the mid-50s, when the Miss Madison contest
began to the demise of the May Queen in the early
70s, the May Queen and Ms. Madison were both
representatives of their college.
Beginning in 1913, the May Queen was crowned in
the spring. Homecoming was often the same
weekend.
The first May Day celebration was May 1,1913,
according to the May 2, 1947 issue of The Breeze.
That year, "the seniors had a May Day festival on
May Pole Hill with pretty songs and dances and
unanimously crowned their class president Queen of
the May." According to the article, no record of the
I.
I
J.

girl's name was kept.
In 1948, Homecoming was in March, but there was
still a May Queen. According to the March 12,1948
Homecoming issue of The Breeze, Anne Myers was
May Queen. Myers was crowned in May by the
president of Madison College, Samuel Duke.
During most of the SOs and 60s, Homecoming was
in May, the same weekend as the crowning of the
May Queen. Miss Madison was honored separately.
The 1958 May Queen, Dottie Ray Dawson, was
"adorned in the traditional long white gown,"
according to the May 2, 1958 issue of The Breeze.
"No college can boast of a lovelier Queen and
Court, as you will see when an array of blue descends
on the dark green carpel of the quadrangle. Every heart
will swell with pride as the procession of Madison
beauties makes its way to the stately throne on the
steps of Wilson," the article said.
The May Queen was a beauty queen, but Ms.
Madison was, and still is, someone heavily involved
in school activities. Both have been selected by
student votes.
Miss Madison was an honorary title, and she wasn't
honored at a sporting event or in an elaborate
ceremony. But May Day was filled with songs and
dances.
In contrast. Miss Madison of 1954 was honored at a
school assembly. The Miss Madison contest was run
by the Art Club in the late 50s but is now run by
Student Ambassadors.
Norma Proctor was named "Miss Madison" in
February of 1955. She also was the student
government president. In contrast to the earlier Breeze
articles about the May Queens, the Feb. 18, 1955
article on Miss Madison discussed Proctor's school
activities, not her beauty.
As late as 1969, Homecoming was the same
weekend as the crowning of the May Queen.
But since the demise of the May Queen, the title of
Miss Madison has grown in prestige.
In 1972, Homecoming was moved to the fall, but
the crowning of Miss Madison was not at a football
game, because there wasn't a game that weekend.
Homecoming was changed to the fall, according to
the Oct. 20,1972 Breeze, because of the change in
the exam schedule and because most other schools had
their homecomings in the fall.
That year, Patricia Lynn Philips was named
"Homecoming Queen." Philips also represented
Madison College in the Winchester Apple Blossom
Festival.
About 10 to 15 years ago, to reflect the change in
the times. Miss Madison became Ms. Madison,
according to Fred Hilton, former director of
University Relations. Ms. Madison started being
crowned at Homecoming games during the mid-70s,
Hilton said.

I
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— Jennifer Powell

A Look at He
Through i
Homecoming weekend has
not always been a big fall
weekend, complete with
rock concerts, a football
game and parties. In the
past, the event was celebrated differently — much differently.
The first homecomings were not even
held in the fall. In fact, the date for
Homecoming has changed so many
times that anyone who has been associated with JMU for more than 20
years might easily forget when it is this
year.
Until 1934, Homecoming was
held the same date as commencement, which often was the first
week in June.
Alumni would gather for
a banquet in the dining
hall (then located in
Harrison Hall) for
toasts, speeches, reminiscences and class reunions.
Homecoming
was
changed to March instead
of May or June in 1934.
Activities that weekend included a concert by the National Symphony Orchestra, a faculty-alumnae tea and a coed dance.
The usual alumnae business meeting and program was Saturday
morning.
In 1953, Homecoming was again
moved to the weekend of May 8, May
Day weekend.
A greater variety of events was
planned for this occaision.
On Friday, an informal dinner was
held in Bluestone Dining Room for all
out-of-town alumnae. The glee clubs of
Madison College and University of Virginia gave a concert to entertain alumnae.
CHRIS DECARLC
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omeeomings JMU Alumni Reminisce
the Years
Saturday morning, faculty and almunae attended a coffee hour in Alumnae
Hall, followed by the General Alumnae
Association meeting and an alumnae
luncheon.
The crowning of the May Queen
came Saturday afternoon with contests
including sack races, three-legged races,
leap frog and wheelbarrow races. And
the best decorated residence hall won an
award.
A traditional May Pole Dance and a
performance by the Madison College
Modern Dance Club topped off the
weekend.
Various departments also set
up displays for campus visitors
and alumnae to see.
In the 1970s, Homecoming
events became more student-oriented. Alumnae
were still part of the
weekend's activities, but
there were added features, such as concerts
for students.
1972 marked the first
fall Homecoming for
Madison College. Administrators changed the date
because they felt that
spring homecomings conflicted with exams.
No football or soccer games
were planned for this first fall
Homecoming since Homecoming
preparations had to be made a year
in advance. Some activities included
the Homecoming Queen crowning, a
dance, a field hockey tournament and a
parade. Folk artist John Sebastian ended
the weekend with a concert in Godwin.
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— Lisa Crabbs

Old friends, fond memories and sitting on the hill
by the stadium ...
Homecoming — it meant all of these things and
more to some recent and not so recent alumni.
Ben Hancock, a Russian studies major who
graduated in 1974, recalls some obvious differences
between Homecomings of the early 70s and the ones
celebrated now.
"Back then, when you talked about Homecoming,
you were talking about, as much as anything, not
football but soccer as your major event," Hancock
said. "The Homecoming as we know it now is not
the Homecoming of say 15 or 20 years ago.
"Homecoming was a pretty new thing when 1 was
at JMU," Hancock said. "My involvement as a
student was in helping with some of the activities,
things like Homecoming parade, reunions, fraternity
brothers coming back."
However, Hancock added that one of the favorite
memories of many alumni can no longer be enjoyed.
"Some of the early games, the alumni would sit up
on the hillside where the trees are planted now
looking over the game as opposed to sitting up in the
stadium," he said.
Currently the vice president of Institutional
Advancement at Albion College in Michigan,
Hancock thinks Homecoming can give students a
perspective on the past.
"Homecoming is what you make it" he said.
"Homecoming is a very personal thing as well as it is
a group activity. You have an opportunity to meet
with a number of former students that are back on
campus reliving some of their own memories and get
a sense of the tradition and what JMU represents for
lots of different generations."
Lynn Eaton, a 1986 graduate, said, "I didn't really
get into it until people I knew came back. Then I
began to see the importance of sharing the present
with the past."
Eaton, who now lives in Chesapeake, agreed with
Hancock about favorite traditions of Homecoming.
"It used to be silting on the hill — bring it back!!!
That was the easiest way to see people," she said.
Hancock and Eaton also acknowledged a few
similarities throughout the history of homecomings
— they were all full of non-stop activities.

*A
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"Looking back, I can recall Homecoming was the
busiest weekend on campus during the year," Hancock
said.
Tim Robinson, a graduate of the class of 1989,
said during his time at JMU, Homecoming was both
hectic and exciting.
"It's a blast but when you look back it's nothing
but a blur," Robinson said. "You're glad it's not
going to be for another year but you know it was fun,
just seeing people that you haven't seen in a year or
two."
Robinson also enjoyed the simpler aspects of
Homecoming such as "going to the football game and
going out to eat after the game — just doing the
crazy stuff we did in school."
Jean Oliver, class of 1974, found seeing old friends
to be the greatest attraction to attending Homecoming
activities as a student.
"It was always a great time to see [alumni] again
and see what they were doing and spend lime with
them," she said.
"It was nice just from the standpoint of getting to
see old friends. Other than that it wasn't that big of a
deal," Oliver said. "I think Homecoming is primarily
for people who have left — to gel to come back and
see people that you otherwise wouldn't gel to see
again anywhere else."

■

— April Hefner

Weren't Always Football Players
: JMU football team dons the
gold this Saturday to play
•n, it will not be just another
the Dukes; this weekend is
■gfling has been a tradition at
larly 70 years, dating back to
20s. However, the Dukes have
laying football for 19 of those
red its first football game in
played only a five game
d did not win a single game,
did not have their firsl full
jm, including scholarship
il 1974.
official Homecoming football

game here in Harrisonburg was played in
1975. The Dukes greeted the first ever
"homecoming crowd" with a 12-7 victory
over Randolph Macon College.
The football team went on to an
undefeated season that year, finishing with
a record of 9-0-1.
The first year that JMU was classified as
IAA in football was 1980, when the
Dukes finished with a record of 4-6. That
year Homecoming weekend was not as
kind to JMU as it had been five years
earlier. A decade ago the Dukes dropped a
close one to East Tenncssc Suite 28-23.
Last year JMU had the misfortune of
scheduling Georgia Southern for
Homecoming weekend. The Eagles

•"••.*,

defeated JMU 36-21, and eventually went
on to be the Intercollegiate Division IAA
champions.
And the number one fan at all of the
football games — since 1981 that is, has
been the Duke Dog.
Brothers Eric and Carl Schnurr started
the tradition of appearing in full costume
in order to increase and encourage fan
support, said the 1990-91 Duke Dog.
"All of the fans kind of go crazy," he
said. "They arc really spirited for me. It's
always nice when everybody is 'pro Duke
Dog.' The fans at JMU are a lot of fun."
—Joe Kornik
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE
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Introducing

little Caesars

quantity discounts for
University fraternities, sororities,
clubs, groups or parties.
t -

10
12
14
16
18
20

Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

Pizzas for
Pizzas for
Pizzas for
Pizzas for
Pizzas for
Pizzas for

$55.00
$66.00
$77.00
$88.00
$99.00
$110.00

as**

'with cheese and one topping

2 Convenient Locations to Serve You
Spotswood
Valley Square

433-3733

Waterman Square

434-5300

little Caesars Pizza
,niS>
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special edition editor

Senior Jerry Thompson and his Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity brothers have been practicing for about
seven weeks. He is sweaty and pumped up at the
same time.
"We would describe ourselves as the men of
distinction,'' he says, starting to relax after winding
down the rehearsal. For him and everyone else, being
on stage tonight will be the culminating and
exhilarating final act in what has become a tradition
here at JMU — the step show.
The eight black fraternities and sororities will
perform their 15-minute routines live at the JMU
Convocation Center starting at 8 p.m.
Stepping is an art. It is the expression of individual
and group talents and can be described as a cross
between tap dancing and regular dancing, with a spice
of walking and jumping thrown in.
On the stage tonight will be a show of pride and
determination. Each organization will step around a
theme they feel correcUy shows off their group. For
instance, last year's theme for reigning champion Zeta
Phi Beta sorority was "respect."
For the steppers, some of whom will be performing
for the first lime, stage fright is a real fear as they go
stomp, stomp, stomping across the stage.
"It's incredible for somebody who is not used to
being in front of a large group of people. You get
nervous," said senior Marc Coleman, a Kappa Alpha
Psi brother and step show choreographer (stepmaster).
"It's also like a football game. You gel hyped and
excited for it and start feeling the love of the
fraternity, pride of the fraternity and gel into it."
Visiting other universities' step shows — whether
to support your national organization or to pick up
new ideas — always is encouraged by members of the
fraternities and sororities, according to junior Greg
Young, a brother in Alpha Phi Alpha.
In the past, some groups in step shows around the
country have drawn criticism when stepping has
gotten out of hand. But "cracking," ihe expression for
using obscene language and gestures, has never been
prevalent at JMU.
"At this campus, it doesn't occur as often,"
Thompson said. "It's more prevalent on black
campuses, where everybody is used to it and it has
been the custom.
"I really couldn't explain what it is — it's
something at JMU that really doesn't happen." he
says. "It's a small community. You sec people around
more. If you embarrass somebody or hurt them really
bad, you have to see them the next day and interact
with them even if you stuck it to them."
In order to encourage harmony, cracking has been
discouraged at many colleges, including North
Carolina State University and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, according to the Raleigh,
N.C. News and Observer.
The step shows have been around for quite a long
lime — they are not solely a JMU happening.
The tradition can be traced back to West Africa,

show
Determination
Members of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity stomp, step and
jump to the beat Monday at
their midnight practice.
Anthony Archer (top), leaps
into the air while Clayton
Slappey (left) and Vaughan
Jones (far right) strike their
canes with full force upon
the stage floor. Kappa Alpha
Psi brothers have been
practicing for tonight's
performance even before
this semester began.

CHRIS HAWS/THE BREEZE
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where young males danced during rites-of-passage.
The first slaves brought Ihe custom to the United
States. Each step had a specific meaning and purpose.
According to the News and Observer, step shows
drew on this tradition as the first shows appeared on
college campuses in the 1960s as a result of the civil
rights movement and blacks' interest in their heritage.
"I think it has really taken off. For the first lime
three years ago, the homecoming block show became
a competition," said Byron Bullock, assistant to the
associate vice president for student affairs.
"The activity has just grown tremendously," he
said. "I think it is a tremendous opportunity for those
organizations to raise funding for scholarships and to
make a contribution to our community here."
At this year's step show, the most important thing
is to be the best, said senior Katrina Clark, president

of Zeta Phi Beta sorority. University-wide bragging
rights, a large trophy and scholarship money —
donated to the winning fraternity and sorority's charity
of choice from the Black Greek Caucus — are at
stake.
All proceeds will go to the Black Greek Caucus
Scholarship Fund, which last year enabled the BGC
to award $5,000 in scholarships to incoming
minority freshman.
Organizers expect between 1,500 and 2,000
students, alumni and relatives to attend the show.
Tickets can be purchased at the Office of
. Multicultural Student Services until 4 p.m.
Admission is $4. Door tickets may be purchased at
the Convocation Center for $5.
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Homecoming IWtend at 5)yjt
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Welcome Back Alumni

Good For One
FREE Lollipop At
Our New Location
70 East Mosby Rd.
(Behind First VA Bank-S. Main)
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NOT FOR THE WEAK WILLED OR FAINT OF HEART
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BARBECU

GET ON THE ROAD TO HIGH PERFORMANCE
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Motorcycle Rider Skills Training at
Blue Ridge Community College

148 ChMes Street

MOTORCYCLE RIDER COURSE °* S3S

PIT COOKED-HICKORY SMOKED
FORK, BEEF, CHICKEN

20 hours of weekend classroom/driving range instruction
for beginners. Motorcycles provided by Early's Cycle
Oenter, Shenk Honda and valley Kawasaki-Suzuki. BRCC
provides helmets.
Enrollment is limited.
CALL

MMB - TMl BEST RIBS
ON TOE PLANED
"Take a road trip"

234-9261

OPEN DAILY 11-9

Register NOW for the
ride of your life!

Special

with Student I.P.
Small Pork Sandwich
• Buy One •
Get One FREE

Virginia Rider
Training Program
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Heather OTteil
stqffwriter
Pride captures the JMU stadium every time
"Virginia's finest," clad in Aztec gold and royal
purple, marches in glittering synchronized patterns
across 100 yards and 17 years of Dukes tradition.
The Marching Royal Dukes formed in 1973, JMU's
second football season, with only 200 members.
Today, with more than 300 members representing
almost every,major offered at JMU, the Dukes are
recognized nationally for their performing excellence.
In 1982, Dr. Pat Rooney transferred to JMU as the
fourth director for the Dukes. His commitment was
set when he accepted a challenge from JMU President
Ronald Carrier. During an interview, Rooney asked
exactly what the president expected of him. Carrier
replied, "I want the best band in the country."
Rooney recalls, "I about fell down. When I left that
office, I knew I had commitment and support"
A glance at the Dukes' performance history reveals
their nationally recognized excellence. Among many
halftime shows for the Redskins, Colts and Steelers,
the Dukes were featured at the 1983 NFC
Championship game. In 1988. they were the first
college band ever invited to the Bands of America
Grand National Championship, a national high
school competition held at the Pontiac Silverdome.
Rooney attributes the band's success to style.
"Because we're new and not steeped in tradition, we
can really do whatever we want," he said. "Our style
is unique — very contemporary."
That style is epitomized by the uniforms, which
were adopted in 1985. After two years of designing.

VMSHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

The flag is spinning as junior Jennifer Barber
intently anticipates her next movement.
the uniforms emerged in classic Eisenhower whisk,
short-coat style, with the gold shoulder braid and
purple sequins. "We wanted something that was us,
that was JMU," Rooney says, adding the emphasis of

Gail Culler, a junior, plays the notes to the "Jetsons" theme during practice on the Hillside field.

"something old, something new" in the uniforms to
represent JMU itself.
Musical selections arranged by graduate students
range from traditional band pieces to southern gospel
to contemporary rock. This year's selections include
"Strike up the Band," "Ode to Joy" from Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony, "Rhapsody in Blue," "Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot," and the popular "Phantom of the
Opera."
For special shows, the band adapts to the crowd.
"Our audience is such a mix," Rooney said. "We try
to go the entire spectrum." For Homecoming, the
Dukes will play a "party medley" including rock
classics.
While the Dukes pride themselves on their annual
cassette and compact disc recording, music is only
half of the show.
George Megaw, visual coordinator and assistant
director of bands, draws up the marching drills by
computer in August. Each week, students are given
new music and a new drill to learn by the next game.
"It's a lot of work, but it's worth it because we're
good," he said.
Brian Frazier, a freshman baritone player, admits
the hours are long. "At least 10 hours a week for one
credit," he said. "We're out there because we want to
be there.
"I love it. When you get off the field after playing,
the fact that you actually want to pass out feels
good," he said.
The most visual component of the show is the
color guard, led by instructor Ray Lynch and section
leader Angela Bamett. 'The guard interprets the music
and offers a visual perspective," Barnett said. Her
favorite piece for the year is "Phantom of the Opera"
because "it's a lot more dramatic and theatrical than
we're used to."
Perhaps the show's most dramatic element is the
presence of feature twirler Debbie Barrigan. This
marks her fourth year as twirler for the Dukes, but
Barrigan has been twirling for 17 years altogether.
She holds six consecutive stale, 10 regional and five
national championship titles as well as various local
awards.
"I don't want to go out there and just twirl — I
want to work with the show, make it fit with the
whole performance," she said.
Barrigan writes her own drills, usually changing her
routine and adding new props. Among others, she
uses single, double and triple batons, solo flags,
chiffon wings and skirts and a Mardi Gras mask for
"Phantom of the Opera."
Barrigan seems amazed at the crowd's response to
her unique role. "They are more supportive than I ever
thought they would be," she said. She refers to
standing ovations she has witnessed in the past. "To
have the audience feel something — you know you've
given a performance that's so good, you've affected
them somehow."
While the members of the band concentrate on
learning drills and music as quickly as possible under
the direction of four drum majors and 10 section
BAND page 21
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Save To 25%
Theramm"
Batiste Curtains
Tailored curtains.
100% polyester batiste.
Easy care, washable
Colors: White, rose,
blue & peach.

Special!
Ladles
Fleece
Coordinates

Thn90~WMg4-t.Rig.4MPr. ... 9* Pr.
90~Wx39"L flog. 5.M Pr.
4** Pr.
ftutlhd Vafenc* Rtg. 4.49
$49
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Save To 26%
Batiste
Priscma
Curtains

ItfMSp+lMry
n^CAMid PfvC#

WouM Be 12.99-14.99
Long sleeve multi color
tops with matching
straight leg or elastic
leg pants. Poty/cotton.
Red, purple, royal.
Sizes S. M, L

t**

fct^aiaiWaaU'uVj

Already crisscrossed to fit on
one rod for easy
hanging. Easy care.
Washable. Tiebacks included.
Colors: White, rose,
blue & peach.

10" Pr
13" Pr
19* Pr.
22"pr
31" Pr

SWx93"R»g. 14.99 Pr...
SW*81-R*g. 19.99 Pr..
DWx83"LR»g. 24.99 Pr.
DWx 91 L Rtg. 27.99 Pr.

Save
To 38%
Mens
TurVenecks

R»g.8.99
Solids. 100% cotton.

S-XL
Boy 8-16, 4-7
R*g. 4.99-9.99
I

- - 4

3»TO3»

TW x 91 "L Pug 39.99 Pr.

mm VALUES

559.4899
Rag. 7.99-69.99
Choose from bombers, skis, stadium coats, hooded models
in group, vests and more for ladies, mens, girls, boys, infants
& toddlers. In assorted colors & fabrics. S-XL. 2-18, "Pictures
are rep. of stock.

DOOR BUSTERS

Mens
Wrangler
Jeans

Ladle* Knee Socks
Sh Ug.4.99
Flat kmt eam etyles. Acry#e and
nylon. Assorted baste and fashion
colors. Saaa 9-11 .

Rig. 12.99
Western style. Irregulars in group.
Black, gray. 29-38.

S***30%
UMMMPWlffM
Poty/cotton
..'iwaw
bleo*. Assorted cok a. Sixes 6-10.

Save to 39% Ham « Boy*
Tub* Sock* P*g. of*
O v»fc»r.M*«.M
tow 4M 9,8.99
Whit* with stripes. GoSo* blends
Stretch.
...
A„

B. SPORT

Leather Casuals For Women
I *Compere AT 14J9
Kiltie moc, padded insole, tricot lining. Assorted
colors. Sizes 5V» to 8,10.

irtHii mn mMk *t mm «im
SfcesSKtoAfft
Compere At 19.99

13"

ROBERT
STCVtNS

S»n 35%
M*n*Swatw*ar

MS
fancies POty/co**. Stte*8-XL.

Service Casuals For Man

m

Compere At 12.99
Long-wearing lightweight outsole, padded collar,
black Sizes Th to 11, 12

2475 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Harrisonburg, Virginia

STORE HOURS: M0N.-3AT. 9AM-9PM, SUN. 11AM-6PM

Not rtsp. ^lbl«lofjypoo,.phlc.l .r,o,.. W. r.Mrv. Ih« right lo limit qusntltl... S.loctlon. Llmlt.d to Stor. Stock!
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Band
CONTINUED from page 19

leaders, mosi of the technical aspects
are tended to by two national service
organizations: Tau Beta Sigma sorority
and coed fraternity Kappa Kappa Psi.
Kappa Kappa Psi essentially lakes
charge of the band, organizing summer
band camp, adopting freshmen as band
buddies and sponsoring social activities
as well as planning the details of road
trips and fundraisers. Through car
washes and sales of Dukes
paraphernalia, Kappa Kappa Psi raises
approximately $4,000 to $5,000 each
year, the majority of which goes to the
band in various forms.
"We're the core, the heart and soul of
the marching band," said saxophonist

THE BREEZE

Junior Edward Naro plays his tuba
with pride for the Royal Dukes.

Brett Sumner, executive vice president
of Kappa Kappa Psi.
Joel Cochran, recording secretary and
assistant trombone section leader,
agreed.
"Spirits come first and because we
love what we're doing, wc gel the work
done," Cochran said.
Sumner sums up Kappa Kappa Psi's
attitude: "We do the dirty work and we
like il!"
Kappa Kappa Psi celebrates its
10-year anniversary and honor in the
national Top 10 Club by hosting the
fraternity's convention on Nov. 10.
Band alumni and various chapter
members are expected to attend.
The largest alumni gathering for

HarisonBwg.
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serves as a recruiting period for the
Dukes and provides bands with new
ideas. George Megaw points out,
"We're able to set the trends" during
the Dukes' two performances on Oct.
13.
In mid-October the band will make
an exhaustive — but much-awaited —
weekend road trip covering a show in
Chambersburg, Pa., the halftimc show
for the Navy game, an exhibition in
Northern Virginia, and finally a James
Madison Day performance in
Middleburg, Va.
In addition to JMU Parents' Day, the
Dukes sponsor Band Parents' Day on
Nov. 10. Parents of band members arc
given tickets to the football game and
invited to hear a show dedicated to
them.
Last year. Band Parents' Day was
scheduled for the season-ending game
against Northeastern University. Due
to a measles epidemic at Northeastern,
however, the game was canceled. But
the unstoppable vigor of the Marching
Royal Dukes prevailed and the
decision was made — the show must
go on.
Rooney recalls the filled stadium,
"We marched in. Dr. Carrier spoke, wc
pretended it was halftimc for an entire
hour, doing everything wc could do —
people loved it!"

JMU is Homecoming, of course,
where some former Marching Royal
Dukes return to share in the halftimc
show. Bill Rice, coordinator of
percussion, will co-direct the 60- to
80-member Alumni Band. "The whole
purpose is to bring everybody back
together again because band is a big
deal when you're in college," he said.
Graduates from as far back as 1973
and as far away as Minneapolis and
Denver returned the cards mailed up to
two months before the show he said.
"Our whole existence is from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. that day," Rice said. The
group spends less than two hours
rehearsing both music and drill. They
will play the fight song and "You'll
Never Walk Alone," which has become
the theme for the Alumni Band.
Also at Homecoming, Carrier will
present the 1990 Outstanding Alumni
Award to David Gill, an artist who
will create and donate a large-scale
watercolor representation of the
Marching Royal Dukes. The work will
be presented to JMU in the spring and
prints will be available in the
bookstore.
Upcoming events for the band
include hosting the Parade of
Champions Oct. 13, a competition for
42 high school bands in the cast.The
stadium will be filled from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. with shows running all day. It
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WE'RE MUCH
THAN A MAILBOX!
WE'RE POSTAL SERVICES
•
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Mart»« Set»«e wrr Street ana Suite Address
CaH*t Mai-Check" Se'vice
StaiTO. Envelopes and Overnight letter
Mjtforwarong

BUSINESS SERVICES
V*t*ei
Cards and Stationer.
.vice'?4nr accessandPingerorrt-ng

Ua.m - 2p.m.
$7.95 Adults

• Carved Roast Beef
• Fried Chicken
• Baked Cod
• Chef's Choice
Mashed Potatoes/Gravy
• Vegetable
• Salad Bar
• Cheese Table
• Dessert Table
• Waffles Made to Order
special feature
Mark Whetzel Quartet
fromJMU

#^<Mcu)S YtfV
Harrisonburg 434-9981
1 Pleasant Valley Rd. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
UNION

■« CAx'TFiEx anvwnere in ine world
Message Service

PACKAGING AND SHIPPING SERVICES
UPS FEDfRM ElPfll'o .md DHL
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S1LKSCREEN & DESIGN
59 A S. LIBERTY H'BURG

Bar-B-Que Ranch

QUALITY SCREENPRINTING FOR THE FUN AT HEART.

Good Fooct .Quick Service

PorkBBQ- OurSpecialty!!
mi* By. I
, Ml**, Dal* Maw, Class

A*Hany Other Good Foode To Choose

T-SHIRTS
SWEATSHIRTS
■ANDANAS
BOXERS
TOWELS
o,.WELL PRINT m

Dining Room
Cuib Service
Take-out Service

i

CUSTOM DESIGNS- We hove full time artists
here to help you create your own unique
designs.
FREE DELIVERY- Anywhere in Harrisonburg.
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE- We use water
base inks. They are safer for all of us. and
softer to the touch.

LOW SET UP CHARGES!! CALL (703) 564*0928

4&Hl$F5fc&#=§

DOMINION COMPUTER SYSTEMS, Inc.
35 South Gate Court, Suite 201 & 202
(703) 433 - 6910

$14.95

Homecoming Special

Cask dr Carry
Order your Vkmtmnitrt
and Corsage eariy,for tkat
sptcialtouch!!
(Duty's Ttaza, S.MainSt.
iT

'

JMU - School of Business / DPMA APPROVED
VAX Ready Computers
286/12
Purchase: $ 1,470 + tax
Three Year Lease: $ @ 55/ Month

433-7789
<M-Tri: 10-6
SXt: 10-5
Sptcidtnds Oct. 61& >

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can't sell
that
?

'

J386/16sx| 'Purchase: $ 1,770 + tax
Three Year Lease: $ @ 66/Month

1 MB RAM Memory
1 -1JMMB 3.5" Floppy Drive "
42 MB IDE lOmbs 1:1 32K cache Hard Disk
200 Watt Power Supply
2400 Baud Modem w/software
Monochrome Amber Graphics Monitor
Enchanced 101 Key tactile Keyboard
2 - Parallel & 2 - Serial Ports

(noun)
CUSTOMIZE YOUR SYSTEM!
100% compatible
1 year Parts & Labor Warranty
On Site Warranty service
Installation Setup included

Try a Breeze
classified!
» ••(

Only $2.50 for the first 10
words and $2 for every 10
word increment after.
Deadlines are 12 noon
Tuesday for Thursday's
issue and 12 noon Friday
for Monday^ issue.
Bring your classified to
The Breeze office in the
basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall or
send it to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Campus Mail
Payment, a name and phone
number must be included.

at

Many additional configurations are
available, including:
Color Monitors
Larger Hard Disks
Printers
20, 25, & 33 MHz 386/486 systems!

GIVE US A CALL ... If your PC Compatible Computer needs Repair!
•
•
•
•
•

Experienced Technicians
Fast Repairs
On site Service
Full Inventory of Parts
1 year warranty on Repairs
(parts and labor)
• Service Contracts Available

IDominioii Computer
Syatem»,nnc

433-6910
^

Contribution made to the JMU Foundation for each system sold
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Legacies: A JMU tradition continues
Laura Hutchison &
Betsy Overkamp
staff writers

a

A female student and a woman walk across campus,
reminiscing about buildings and people and how
things have changed. The campus is bigger than
before, there are more students and there are guys —
lots of guys.
Two women on a scoping trip?
No. It's you and your mom.
Legacies are not uncommon at JMU. Students often
follow their parents to their alma mater. And while
the location of the campus is the same, lots of things
have changed..
Senior Liz Bartlett's mother and grandmother both
attended JMU, but when her grandmother was here, it
was caned Harrisonburg State Teachers' College, and
when her mother attended it was Madison College.
Liz's grandmother, Mildred BvUett, was in the
teachjpg program for two years in the late 1920s.
In her grandmother's time, Liz said there were
literary societies — not sororities. Her grandmother
was a member of one of tne societies and her mother,
Betty Justice Bartlett, was a sister at Alpha Sigma
Tau when the house was in Zirkle House.
Betty graduated from Madison in 1960 as a home
economics major. As part of her major, Betty spent
eight weeks of her senior year living in Varner

±w
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Pre^rat this Coupon

Knights

$5.00 off
Any
Accommodatiorr

10 Linda Lane
(across from Mkt
Square East)

Based on Availability

433-6939

Compliments of
the Knights Inn Motel

"Where all your dreams become reality
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IBREAKFAST * LUNCH * DINNER
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HOMECOMING
CORSAGES
$ Flowers -for All Occas/ons

HOUSE PLANTS- BALLOONS

(...a tradition irripiality)

on campus delivery - Visa 4 Mashrcard
We send flowers world- coide.
AT TWO

CONVENIENT

GAZEBO '* wSwW WAU.
VaV-Stft

-

Serving the best in:

LOCATIONS

Soups
Chicken
Mexican

goes' S. MAINsr. WeatDukei Plan) A

Salads
Seafood
Steaks

and the best
BBQ Baby Back Ribs
in the world

..A*
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the kids eat free on Sunday
OIL CHANGE ' TUNE-UP
WHILE YOU WAIT-NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

Stop By And Try One Of Our Many Services
•SpeeDee Special
•SpeeDee Transmission Service
•SpeeDeeTune-Up
-SpeeDee Differential Service
•SpeeDee Engine Analysis
•SpeeDee Radiator Rush and Fill
•SpeeDee Fuel Inj. Cleaning
'SpeeDee Air Conditioning Service

2075 East Market St — Skyline Village Shopping Center
<703)434-LUBE
>'

Mon..SaL 8 ^^ pM

(703)434-5823

Each location Independently Owned & Operated

Daily Food Happy Hour Specials
5 until 7 p.m.
Monday's
SURPRISE
Complimentary
Wednesday's
PIG ROAST
Complimentary

Tuesday's
STEAMSHIP ROUND OF BEEF
Complimentary
Thursday's
RAW BAR
(A Nominal Charge)

2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
(Behind Valley Mall)

.
'

Friday's
TACO BAR
Complimentary

433-5151

LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL!
TRUCKS

TERCELS

•TOYOTA TRUCKS RATED #1
—«r<

If you're after what's HOT, come take a look at
the new Toyota Cars and Trucks. From the sporty
and surprisingly affordable new Tercel all the way
through the existing line of fun-loving trucks,
Toyota means value-mile after mile.
* J.D. Power and Associates 1989 Light-Duty Truck Customer Satisfaction
with Product Quality and Dealer Service.

HAfiRISOMBURG
Our Toyotas Are E-Z to Buy!

(793) 434^ 400

745 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801
»»»
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Legacies
CONTINUED from page 23

House — then the Home Management
House.
"It's similar to what education
majors do now with student teaching,"
Betly said. "It was a place for home
economics majors to practice what
they had learned in theory."
Liz said her mother did not pressure
her either to go to JMU or to join a
sorority once she was here. Betty just
wanted her daughter "to be happy," she
said.
"I wanted her to pick a college that
would give her what she needed, but
I'm delighted she chose Madison,"
Betty said.
Sharing a college has added a new
dimension to the Bartletts' already
close relationship, Betty said.
Liz, a student ambassador, said she
likes to tell her tour groups she is a
third-generation Madison student.
"I hope my children don't feel any
pressure to come to JMU, but I would
love them to go here," Liz said.
Betty sees the growth of the campus
as the major change that has taken
place. There were 2,000 to 3,000
students at Madison College then and
there were "just a few" male students.
"There were tennis courts where
Greek Row now is, and behind Wilson
there was nothing except the steam
plant," she said.

interesting."
Nancy said the area behind Wilson
Hall was called "back campus" and
anyone who was caught there was
punished.
The highlights of Homecoming
weekend included a banquet and a 4
p.m. tea to which each girl wore her
Sunday best — including white gloves
and a hat.
The dress code for the women at
Madison was strict when Cindy King
Decker was a student, too.
The women could not wear pants or
shorts on campus unless they put a
long coat on over them — regardless
of the weather.
Cindy graduated in 1968 with a
teaching certificate and a degree in
history. Her daughter, Kelly, is now a
senior marketing major at JMU.
Kelly said her mother did not really
influence her decision to come to
JMU. "I looked at other schools, but I
just don't think I would have been
happy anywhere else," Kelly said.
"I definitely encouraged her to look
at Madison," Cindy said. "The
reputation of the school is such that I
had no qualms about the first-class
education she would receive there. I
was delighted when she was accepted
and decided to attend."
Kelly now even lives in Gilford Hall

Betty also said the rules and Maypole, the May Queen was
crowned."
regulations have changed enormously.
Nancy Callett Mayo was crowned
The women of Madison College had
May
Queen her junior year. She
a curfew of 11 p.m. until they turned
graduated
in 1965, and now her
21 years old. After their 21st birthday,
daughter,
Ellen is a sophomore
they were allowed to stay out until 1
anthropology
major.
a.m. Saturday nights.
Nancy
was
a sister in Sigma Sigma
"If you wanted to have a Sunday date
Sigma
sorority
and president her senior
you either had to take a day trip and
leave in the morning or your date could year. Now Ellen is a pledge.
"It's really neat being in the same
go to church with you," she said.
"Otherwise you couldn't go out on sorority," Ellen said. "Now we're not
just mother and daughter, we're sisters,
Sunday until 1 p.m."
If a woman wanted to take a day trip, too."
Nancy said even though things have
she had to have both a note from her
changed,
it's the things that are the
parents saying it was OK and a note
same
that
slick
in her mind.
from the people she would be staying
"Something
that has stayed the
with. "The rules have really changed,"
same,
that
I
think
is a real tribute to
Betty said.
There were no sports teams when she JMU, is the atmosphere," Nancy said.
"It is an atmosphere of cooperation,
was a student at Madison College, but
friendliness and no real social barriers
there were many types of celebrations.
"We had a Homecoming when — it doesn't really mailer what your
background is, as soon as you slcp on
alumnae came back, but the weekends
were organized around receptions, lea campus, there is a real feeling of
accomplishment. It was like that when
dances and cotillions," she said.
I was here, too. It is open and
Another big celebration was May
accepting — a real melting pot."
Day. "The May Day celebration
Ellen thinks things in terms of the
included a Maypole and a May Queen,"
education
she can receive have changed
she said.
drastically.
The Maypole was put up on the
"When my mother was here it was
Quad with multi-colored ribbons
mainly a teacher's college," she said.
attached to the lop. May Day dancers
"Now it's much more diverse. They
were dressed in pastel dresses and
used to teach only your basic English,
danced around the pole weaving the
P.E., math — nothing really
ribbons, Betty said. "After the
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Featuring the Finest
in Service and Facilities
COMING SOON - REEBOK STEPS!!
Nautilus*
•
Olympic Weight Room •
Lifecycles*
•
Computerized Lifesteps*
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leasing world travelers
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exciting entertainment
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— the same place her mother lived her senior year.
Cindy played field hockey, was a member of the
judicial council and vice president of the senior class.
Cindy said things have really changed since she was
a student, not only in terms of the looks of the
campus but also in terms of the education a student
can receive.
"Education is more lied to what I'd call 'the real
world,'" Cindy said. "The nature of the courses
prepares women to function in the world as equals
rather than as spouses. Women in the workforce must
be able to state their case, speak up and present
themselves as capable."
Although the rules when Cindy was a student were
very strict, she said people didn't ever really protest
them, they just accepted that "that's how it was."
The JMU students of the 1960s were not allowed to
walk on the grass — they called it "cutting campus."
Whenever one of the students wanted to leave
campus, they had to sign out with the house mothers
who lived with the women in the dorms. Then they
had to sign back in when they returned.
"The rules were typical of a women's school,"
Cindy said. "They were in place to keep us safe and
sound."
The Deckers think going to the same school has

created a special bond for them. Two years ago, Cindy
was here for her 20th class reunion. She invited Kelly
to attend a dinner that was held for the graduates.
"I was very proud to introduce her to everyone,"
Cindy said. "I was the only person that had a child at
JMU and it was a very, very special evening for me.
Kelly was not at all reluctant to come. Many people
would have thought, 'Why would I want to go and
spend an evening with these old people?' But Kelly
wasn't like that at all."
Freshman Laura Jenkins mother, Sharon Kiger
Jenkins, graduated from Madison College in 1971.
Her freshman class was the first class to have male
class officers. The female to male ratio was 10 to 1,
and during her four years "there were the biggest
changes" in campus life, Sharon said. "Things got
very liberal by my senior year."
Laura's family drove through JMU when she was
about 10 years old, but Sharon said the children
"weren't real interested, and we didn't even get out of
the car."
In fact, Laura had little interest in JMU until March
of her senior year in high school. "I wanted to go to
Hollins or the University of Richmond or Randolph
Macon Women's College," she said.
But, she applied to JMU for early decision and got
in. Sharon said as soon as Laura stepped on campus
she decided that JMU was where she wanted to go to

A.

school — partly because the campus was buried under
6 inches of snow, something Laura hadn't seen much
of in their hometown of Virginia Beach.
"I was the one telling her to slow down, to see
what JMU was about. But I'm delighted she chose
Madison," Sharon said.
The biggest change Sharon sees from her time at
Madison is all the choices students have — especially
for food. "We just had D-hall and a snack bar," she
said. Laura is following in her mother's footsteps by
working at D-hall this year.
"I like it that we're kind of building a tradition and
that maybe one day my children will go to JMU,"
Laura said.
A lot of the social life for Sharon was off campus.
"We would go to the University of Virginia for
Easters," she said. The first warm day, the men from
UVa would drive down from Charlottesville and
"cruise campus," she said. "UVa still wasn't coed and
we were the closest women's college."
Even though a student in the 1990s might find the
rules the women lived under kind of ridiculous,
Sharon saw an exciting aspect to the rules.
"It was so exciting to hear your name over the
intercom saying someone was waiting for you or on
the phone for you.
"I don't know if students today have the same
excitement with all the freedom you have," she said.

——

——

Alpha Sigma Alpha is trying to raise $90,000 by
the end of the month to help a critically ill
cancer patient. For more information or to
donate money, contact Buffy at x4994.
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Welcomes Back JMU Alumni
After the
game,
come try
our
Dinner
Buffet or
order
from our
menu.

Served: Sun.-Fri. 7:00-10:00 am,
Sat 7:00-11:00 am
featuring
•scrambled eggs •western omelettes
•bacon •sausage •homefried potatoes
•pon hoss 'fried apples
•pancakes 'trench toast
•sausage gravy with hot biscuits
•hot & cbkJcereals •danish
•fresh fruit bar
<t/l CA includes coffee
$4.OU
and Juice

Free hots cfouevtes
every Thursday 5-7

From Our Menu
•Lloyd's Famous
Fried Chicken
•BBQ Short Ribs
•Spiced Shrimp
•Roast Beef
•Assorted Vegetables
•Salad Bar
•Dessert

a*

EXPERIENCE THE BEST
IN FITNESS
I

The best steaks in town, Lloyd's
famous fried chicken. Excellent
barbecued short ribs of beef and
tempting seafood selections are
served every night of the week at
Lloyd's Steak House.
Dinner Menu Available
Sat. 3:00-10:00 pm

Included in
the Buffet:

For Mae HbnrelQfll

• 25 Meter, 6 Lane
Swimming Pool
• Nautilus Equipment
• Indoor Tennis Courts

• Racquetball
I
• Aerobics
• Training &
Conditioning Classes

...and MORE!
Special Programs: Smoke Stoppers. Yoga. Beginner
Classes. Personal Training, etc.

Dine in a Quiet,
Relaxed A tmosphere
Sat open 3:00-1 OflOpm 2455S.ManSt Phone4345643

$11 .50
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That's What Homecoming
Is All About!
A ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

ONLY
r

$6.00
No Coupon Necessary For Special

A THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
Pasta, and Salad Buffet
Available Daily
11AM-2PM - $3.99
5:30PM-8:30PM ■ $4.29

Delivery Available
11AM-1AM
11AM-2AM

Sunday-Thursday
Friday-Saturday

433-0606

A ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

$8.00
No Coupon Necessary For Special

A THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

r

$7.00
No Coupon Necessary For Special

The Best Pizza InTown..jg o#iesf/
Located In Cloverleaf
Shopping Center

$9.00
No Coupon Necessary For Special

